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Abstract 

The thermodynamical potential is useful to do stability analysis and to describe the phases 
that occur when a system phase separates, but also to determine other thermodynamical 
variables. A density functional method is used to determine the Helmholtz free energy, which 
is the thermodynamical potential in the Canonical Ensemble. The free energy is separated 
into ideal and interaction parts and is written as an expansion about a homogeneous reference 
system. A comparison to the article of H. Tang and K. F. Freed [7] that treats the Grand 
Canonical Ensemble confirms that it makes no difference in the thermodynamic limit which 
ensemble is considered. Furthermore the outcome makes it clear that there is no difference 
between the density functional method and the Landau theory. Results from both methods 
are the same, even though the approaches are very different. Finally the polydisperse diblock 
melt is taken as an exemplary system to show how the free energy for a particular system 
looks like. 
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Notation 

Vectors are typed in bold-face type and matrices are capitals typed in bold-face type. A hat C) 
over a symbol denotes a microstate variable, i.e. a variable that depends on the configuration 
of the system: it is defined for a state 'frozen' in time. The segments will be labeled by Greek 
lowercase symbols a, /3, etc. To denote the various different species of chains present in the 
system we will use the label s. We will use the index collection I for the set of chain species: 
s E J. Summation over s need not be a discrete sum, but can also be an integral. Angular 
brackets ( ( ·)) designate averages. 

v 
T 
T 

a 

Ma=M 
Ua 
Va(J 

L1 
Ns 

(!~i 

Nsa 

R:ni 
P:ni 
Pa(x) 
Pas(x) 
Pa(x) 
Ja 
1/Ja(x) 
z 
Qs 
F 
:F 
kB 
/3 

volume 
temperature 
number of chemically different segments in the system 
Kuhnian length of a segment 
mass of an a-segment 
external field on an a-segment 
non-bonded interaction potential 
number of chain species 
number of segments in a chain of species s 
number of chains present of species s 
chemical potential of a chain of species s 
number density of chains of type s 

{ 
1 if the ith segment in a chain of types is of sort a; 
0 otherwise. 

total number of a-segments in a chain of species s 
position of the ith segment in the mth chain of species s 
momentum of the ith segment in the mth chain of species s 
microscopic a-segment density at position x E V 
microscopic a-segment density of chains of types at position x E V 
average a-segment density at position x 
overall fraction of a-segments 
the order parameter field Pa(x) - f °' 
partition function of the system 
partition function for a chain of species s 
Helmholtz free energy 
the Legendre transform of the free energy 
Boltzmann constant 

1 
kBT 

IV 



h 
A 

Planck constant 
thermal de Broglie wavelength of the segments 

v 



Chapter 1 

Introduction 

DSM is a highly integrated international group of companies that is active worldwide in the 
field of plastics, chemicals and biotechnological products. This thesis is carried out under the 
supervision of DSM Research, department PM-MP (Polymeric Materials - Material Proper
ties). 

Among others the so-called thermoplastic rubbers, which are used in all kinds of industrial 
applications, are studied. These rubbers are statistical multiblock polymers, i.e. they consist 
of sequences of several types of chemically different blocks whose length distribution is deter
mined by the underlying polymerisation process. Two important thermoplastic rubbers are 
arnitel-E and arnitel-P, both made of one type of crystalline (hard) block and respectively one 
or two types of amorphous (soft) blocks. The hard blocks upon crystallization form the knots 
or cross links in a polymeric network in which the soft blocks bring about the elasticity of the 
material. When the temperature is raised these rubbers will melt so that they can be molded 
into a form or recycled whereas normal rubbers which have permanent cross links cannot. The 
following theory describes what happens when a melt is formed. 

The main goal of this thesis is the calculation of the thermodynamical potential from a micro
scopic description of the system. This is useful for a number of reasons. 

First of all we are interested in the phase separation that can occur in a polymer melt. Whether 
the system remains homogeneous or phase separates can be predicted from the thermodynam
ical potential by comparing its value for a homogeneous state with that of a phase separated 
state. In this manner we can answer the question: Will the system remain homogeneous or 
in other words will the homogeneous state be stable? This is the reason why we will not be 
interested in the absolute thermodynamic potential, and we can therefore leave out constant 
terms. 

The main aim of statistical mechanics is to derive macroscopic properties of matter from 
the laws governing the microscopic interactions of the individual particles. The macroscopic 
properties are expressed in terms of thermodynamic variables such as energy, heat, etc. These 
variables can be calculated when the thermodynamical potential is known, which is the second 
reason for our interest in this quantity. 

Finally determining the minimum of the thermodynamical potential for a given set of ther
modynamical variables delivers a set of densities which describes the system in equilibrium. If 
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the system has phase separated, these spatially ranging densities provide a description of the 
phase separated state. 

It is important to note that in the derivation in chapter 5 of the thermodynamical potential, in 
this case the Helmholtz free energy, there are two built-in limitations. First of all, the derived 
expansion will be limited to fourth order terms in the densities. In order to retain a minimum 
the free energy has to be positive definite. If not so, more terms are needed. In this case the 
derivation can be seen as an illustration of the method and should be extended to a sufficient 
number of terms in order to ensure positive definiteness. 

A second limitation concerns the number of derivatives of the densities that is considered 
in the expansion of the free energy. Again we will restrict the expansion to terms involving 
at most four derivatives. This means it is valid only near the homogeneous state. If in the 
unstable region one moves further away from the homogeneous state, terms involving more 
(>4) derivatives will be needed. In that case the current derivation is an illustration as well. 
Note that (5.62) is still valid without this last restriction since this expression includes all 
derivatives implicitly. 

In Chapter 2, some general information about polymers is given. Chapter 3 deals with the idea 
of ensembles. Chapter 4 gives a microscopic description of a system and chapter 5 contains 
the derivation of the thermodynamical potential of a system in the Canonical Ensemble. The 
relevant Euler-Lagrange equations are shown in chapter 6. In chapter 7 a comparison to the 
Grand Canonical Ensemble is given and in chapter 8 the example of a polydisperse diblock 
melt is treated. 
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Chapter 2 

Introduction to the theory of polymer 
melts 

This chapter gives some background information about the immense world of polymers. 

2.1 Polymers 

A polymer is a large molecule made up of many small, simple chemical units, joined together 
by chemical reaction. for example, polyethylene (CH3 - (CH2)n - CH3) is a long chain-like 
molecule composed of ethylene molecules, and DNA is an extremely long molecule made up 
of up to 107 nucleotides. Giant molecules like these occur naturally in living organisms and 
are also synthetically produced to be used all around us, for example plastics, rubbers, etc. 

A polymer molecule has many internal degrees of freedom, for example the rotational freedom 
about each C - C bond in the polyethylene molecule, and so it can take on many different 
configurations. Because of this high degree of flexibility, we can picture a polymer chain 
as a very long piece of string, as in figure 2.1. Although adjoining monomers have limited 
freedom of movement, making them dependent on each other, they are independent at a 
greater distance. 

This brings us to the typical coarse graining one usually encounters in polymer physics to 
describe the general polymer melt. The system is described at such a scale that the details 
on a lower scale are of no importance. For example two polymers may be completely different 
at molecular level even though their rheological and thermodynamical behaviour is the same. 
At a large enough scale the flexibility of the polymer can be seen but on the other hand the 
scale should be small enough to distinguish the segments which compose the polymer. 

The segment, usually a string of monomers, is the basic unit in our model. It is a piece of the 
polymer chain and is labeled by a capital letter of the alphabet. The segments are connected 
by so-called bonds. 
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Figure 2.1: (a) The atomic structure of the polyethylene molecule. {b) An overall view of 
the molecule. There is rotational freedom about each C-C bond, so the molecule as a whole 
resembles a long flexible piece of string. 

A B B A 
A------ B C --...:-_,;_-----

Figure 2.2: The model of a polymer. The points are the segments and they are connected 
through bonds. 

This model brings about a natural division of the collection of polymer types into homopoly
mers, which are composed of all the same types of segments, and copolymers, consisting of 
different types of segments. 

In this thesis only linear polymers will be taken into consideration, i.e. there are no loops 
or branches. Since this is the only restriction to the system, the derived equations are valid 
for every conceivable system. It may contain homopolymers or copolymers and the polymers 
may be polydisperse, i.e. they may have different lengths {molecular weight) and different 
structures. The system is merely characterized by a number of parameters that are assumed 
to be known beforehand. 

2.2 Gaussian chains 

There are two types of interactions between the segments of a certain chain that have to be 
taken into consideration. SO.called 'short range interactions' are interactions which occur only 
between segments in close proximity along the chain. In actual polymer chains, two segments 
will interact if they happen to be spatially close, even if they belong to widely separated parts 
of the chain. These types of interactions, which depend only on actual spatial separations and 
not distances along the chain, are called 'long range interactions'. Note that here the range 
refers to distances along the polymer chain, and not to distances in space. 

Assuming that there is no correlation between the directions that different bonds take and 
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Figure 2.3: A polymer melt. 

that all directions have the same probability, the configuration of the polymer will be the same 
as a random walk. Then the probability distribution of the vector R, joining one segment of 
the polymer to the other, is Gaussian. Even for models that ignore long-range interactions 
the distribution of R is Gaussian for a large number of segments. Therefore the ideal chain 
model which only takes into account the short range effects is equivalent to the random walk 
model. However this model permits a chain to loop back into itself which of course is physically 
impossible since each segment possesses its own finite volume. This effect is called the excluded 
volume interaction , which prevents any two segments from simultaneously occupying the same 
region in space. The path of the chain cannot pass through any sites that have been traversed 
previously and is therefore called a self-avoiding walk. 

The excluded volume interactions are compensated by non-bonded interactions between seg
ments of different chains when a polymer melt is formed. The polymers are entangled with 
each other as shown in figure 2.3. In this case the polymer chains behave again as random 
walks, so that we can treat the polymers as Gaussian chains. 
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Chapter 3 

Three ensembles 

3.1 The description of the three types of ensembles 

There are several ways to describe the system under consideration. For reasons of clarity we 
will consider a system with N chains of the same type in the remainder of this chapter. The 
various ensembles by which the system can be described distinguish themselves by whether or 
not they are isolated in relation to particles (chains in this case) and/ or energy. Depending on 
the kind of ensemble either the temperature T, the number of polymer chains N, the internal 
energy E or the chemical potential µ in the system change. In every system the volume V 
remains constant. 

The first type is the Microcanonical Ensemble. Then the system is completely isolated from 
the outside world. There is no exchange of particles or energy. This means that the number 
of polymer chains N and the internal energy E are constant. 

In the Canonical Ensemble and the Grand Canonical Ensemble the system is considered to be 
a subsystem of a surrounding system. This can be visualized as a bath in which the system is 
placed. 

In the Canonical Ensemble the system is weakly coupled to the bath. Particles still can not 
be exchanged but the energy can, which means that the system is not isolated but closed. 
Therefore the number of polymer chains N remains constant, but the energy fluctuates. In 
this case the temperature T is constant and equal to the temperature of the surrounding bath. 

Finally in the Grand Canonical Ensemble all exchange is possible and the system is open. Now 
the temperature T remains constant, but the particles can be exchanged causing a fluctuating 
N. This exchange of particles brings about a constant chemical potential µ. 

This way every ensemble is characterized by three parameters on which the thermodynamical 
potential depends. 

Ensemble 

Micro canonical 
Canonical 
Grand Canonical 

parameters 

E,V,N 
N,V,T 
µ,V,T 
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In our notation of chapter 4 we for example observe the following. In the Canonical Ensemble 
we have a collection of constant numbers of chains {nsls E J} and the chemical potentials 
{µs Is E I} are unknown, whereas the situation is reversed in the Grand Canonical Ensemble. 

There are many more types of ensembles such as the isobaric-isothermal ensemble in which 
the volume V fluctuates but the pressure P is kept constant, but they will not be considered 
here. 

3.2 The thermodynamical potential in the three ensembles and 
their connection 

In order to describe the phase separation process we will employ a density functional method. 
We know that the thermodynamical potential assumes an extremum in equilibrium. By using 
this potential as a functional of the set of local segment densities, the densities can be deter
mined. This is done by setting the functional derivatives of the thermodynamical potential 
with respect to the segment densities equal to zero. 

In a finite system the thermodynamical potential varies with the different ensembles. In the 
Grand Canonical Ensemble this is the negative product of pressure and volume ( - PV) and 
equilibrium is obtained at the minimum. In the Canonical Ensemble it is the Helmholtz free 
energy F and equilibrium is obtained at minimal free energy. In the Microcanonical Ensemble 
the thermodynamical potential is the entropy S, obtaining equilibrium at maximal entropy. 

The thermodynamical potential can be expressed in terms of the so-called partition function. 
Let X denote a state (in the notation of chapter 4 a state is described by the collection 
{R:ni, P:nils EI; m = 1,. .. , n 8 ; i = 1, ... , Ns} ). 

In the Microcanonical Ensemble the system is fully isolated so that the energy remains constant 
and, say equal to E. We will take the important assumption that in the course of time all 
states are dense in the hyperplane H(X) =E. Then the partition function becomes 

1 
n(E, v, N) = -, L o(H(X) - E). 

N. x 
(3.1) 

In this expression H(X) is the hamiltonian in state X and the delta function filters out those 
states for which the energy is equal to E. Furthermore the factor J! deals with the number 
of permutations of N chains. The entropy is 

1 
S(E, V, N) = kB In O(E, V, N) = (3T ln O(E, V, N) (3.2) 

with kB the Boltzmann constant. In the Canonical Ensemble the energy fluctuates and the 
partition function is 

Z(N VT) = __!__ """e-f3H(X) 
' ' N' L..t ·x 

(3.3) 

with free energy 
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1 
F(N, V,T) = -{jlnZ(N, V,T). (3.4) 

In the Grand Canonical Ensemble the number of chains N varies, keeping the chemical po
tential µ at a constant value. The partition function is 

ZccE(µ, v, T) = L ef3µN Z(N, v, T) 
N 

with thermodynamical potential - PV, the so-called grand potential 

1 
OccE(µ, v, T) = -73 lnZ(µ, v, T). 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

We notice that in every one of the ensembles the thermodynamical potential is equal to - ~ ln P 
with P the partition function, in the microcanonical case apart from a factor -T. We are 
interested in a relation between the partition functions of the ensembles. Therefore we write 

Z(N, V,T) j dE e-f3E ~! L <5(H(X) - E) 
x 

J dE e-f3EO(E, V, N). (3.7) 

We recognize a Laplace transform in this expression, just as (3.5) can be interpreted as a 
discrete Laplace transform. So we can say that the partition functions are related through 
Laplace transforms. Furthermore we have 

ef3T S(E,V,N) = O(E V N) 
' ' ' (3.8) 

which results in 

Z(N, V, T) = j dE e-f3(E-TS) = j dE e-f3FE (3.9) 

with FE = E - T S the Helmholtz free energy. Taking the thermodynamic limit, i.e. V -+ oo, 
N -+ oo and the density ~ constant, the main contribution of this integral comes from the 
minimum of FE, which is FE for average E: FE = F-E (see reference [1]). In the limit this 
term is the only one left: 

z -+ e-{3min{FEIE} 
' (3.10) 

so that (3.4) gives us 

(3.11) 
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Also substitution of (3.9) in (3.5) leads to 

ZGcE(µ, V,T) = L j dEe-(J(FE-µNJ. 
N 

(3.12) 

Again taking the thermodynamic limit yields 

z (µ VT) -t e-(Jmin{FE-µNjE,N} 
GCE ' ' (3.13) 

and thus from (3.6) it follows that 

nGcE(µ, v, T) -t FE - µN. (3.14) 

We can conclude that however in a finite system in the Canonical Ensemble there are apparent 
fluctuations in E around its average, these fluctuations are negligible in the thermodynamic 
limit. The energy approaches its average which equals the energy in the Microcanonical 
Ensemble. Concerning the Grand Canonical Ensemble, the same is valid not only for E but 
also for N. 

We now have the following two relations in the thermodynamic limit (in a finite system these 
are approximations) 

F E-TS, 

nGCE = F-µN. 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

Using the first law of thermodynamics, which is again only valid in the thermodynamic limit 
and otherwise an approximation, 

dE = TdS-pdV + µdN, (3.17) 

we can derive 

p=T (;i) ' 
E,N 

µ = -T (;~) . 
E,V 

(3.18) 

In the Canonical Ensemble the relation F = E - T S produces 

dF = -SdT - pdV + µdN (3.19) 

and so 

S=-(~~) ' 
N,V 

p = -(~~) ' 
T,N 

µ= (;~) . 
T,V 

(3.20) 

In the Grand Canonical Ensemble from the identity nGCE = F - µN we obtain 
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dOacE = -SdT - pdV - Ndµ (3.21) 

and therefore we can write 

s = - (anacE) 
8T V,µ' 

= -(anacE) 
P av ' 

T,µ 

N = - (anacE) . 
8µ V,T 

(3.22) 

First of all, when we know the thermodynamical potential, all the thermodynamical quanti
ties can be determined in either ensemble using above equations. Furthermore we see that 
(3.15) and (3.16) represent Legendre transformations. Transforming from the Microcanonical 
Ensemble to the Canonical Ensemble the energy E is traded for the temperature ~ = g~. 
Then transforming to the Grand Canonical Ensemble, the number of chains N is traded for 
the chemical potentialµ= g~ (see appendix A). 

We can conclude that in the thermodynamic limit the ensembles are all the same and all the 
relevant quantities in one ensemble can be derived from the relevant quantities in the other. 
Therefore we will only consider the thermodynamical potential in one ensemble, namely the 
Canonical Ensemble. 
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Chapter 4 

The microscopic description of the 
system 

• The system consists of linear polymer chains in a volume V = [-L, L]3 C JR3 at temper
ature T. 

• The chains themselves consist of arbitrary sequences of segments of which there are T 

chemically different sorts present. 

• These T chemically different segments will be labeled by Greek lowercase symbols a, /3, 
etc. running from 1 to T. 

• We will assume without loss of generality that the statistical segment lengths (Kuhnian 
lengths) of these various segments are all equal and denoted by a (see reference [2]). 
Furthermore the mass of an a-segment is Mo.. 

• Ua denotes the external field acting on segments of type a. 

• The pair-potential VafJ describes the non-bonded interactions. 

• To denote the various different species of chains present in the system we will use the 
labels E J. 

• There are n 5 chains present of species s and each chain belonging to species s will consist 
of Ns segments with chemical potential µ 5 per chain. 

• The number density of chains of types is denoted by Ps = if. 
• To specify a given chain of species s, Ising-type variables a~ will be introduced with 

a = 1, ... , T and i = 1, ... , N 5 in such a way that 

aa. = { 1 if the ith segment in a chain of species s is of type a (
4

.l) 
si - 0 otherwise. 
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• The total number of a-segments in a chain of type s is denoted by 

(4.2) 

• The states of the n 5 chains belonging to species s will be specified by the positions and 
momenta of the corresponding segments that make up these chains, i.e., the sets of three
dimensional vectors {R:nilm = 1, ... , n 5 ; i = 1, ... , N 5 } and {P:nilm = 1, ... , ns; i = 
1, ... , N 5 }, defined with respect to some origin 0 in V. The set {R:nils E I; m = 
1, ... , ns; i = 1, ... , N 5 } defines a configurational microstate of the whole system. 

• An important state variable which we will need later on is the microscopic a-segment 
density p0 (x), defined for each x E V by 

Pa(x) = L o-~i6(x - R:ni). (4.3) 
smi 

• Finally, the overall fraction of a-segments is given by 

(4.4) 
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Chapter 5 

The Helmholtz free energy in the 
Canonical Ensemble 

To describe the phase separation process we will need the thermodynamical potential, in this 
case the Helmholtz free energy. This will be derived as a functional of the so-called order
parameter fields 'ljJ0 (x), composed of the set of local segment densities p0 (x), shifted from 
their averages. An important part of the analysis consists of the derivation of the partition 
function which is needed to determine the free energy. 

In the Canonical Ensemble the Hamiltonian H : f1s vnsNs x f1s JR3nsNs -+ JR, which represents 
the total of kinetic energy and potential energy, consists of the following four terms: 

{3H {3H( {R~i• P~ils EI; m = 1, ... , n 5 ; i = 1, ... , Ns}) 

- {3 ~ (L 2a;;a) IP~il 2 + 2!2L1::
1 

jR~,i+l - R~il 2 
smi a sm i=l 

+~ L L La~ia~m1Vaf3 (R~i - R~'i') + LLa~Ua(R~i). (5.1) 
smi s'm'i' a/3 smi a 

The first term represents the kinetic energy. The second and third term account for the 
interactions between segments, namely bonded interactions (segments in a chain are attached 
since the chains are Gaussian chains) and non-bonded interactions (for example excluded 
volume interactions) which are approximately described by the pair-potential Vaf3· This is very 
realistic because the probability that three or more segments in a polymer melt encounter is 
considerably small. It is obvious that the potential must have the form shown in figure 
5.1. That is, it must be sufficiently repulsive at the origin to prevent "collapse" and vanish 
sufficiently rapidly at infinity to make the system stable. 

The last term represents the interaction with an external field. While many problems of 
interest do not involve the presence of such a field, it is included as useful in density functional 
methods for deriving final equations pertinent to field free cases. 

Under normal circumstances it is not necessary to take the compressibility of the melt into 
account. This implies that we may assume that VxEV the following constraint applies 
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Figure 5.1: Form of the non-bonded interaction function Va,B(r). 

T 

LPa(x) = 1. {5.2) 
a=l 

As this incompressibility condition is a result of the interactions at the molecular level it has 
to be explicitly taken into account in the coarse grained partition function Z : R+ x JRL1 -+ JR+ 

Z - Z(.B, {nsls E J}) 

E 3 E 1 
N TI · IT { { cm.:ni f dP:ni} 6 (~ Pa(x) - 1) e-.BH. (5.3) 2 a n,, h a n,, a n ! . j 'llV L.J 

s s smi a=l 

In this expression the factor IIs n 8 ! deals with the possible permutations of the chains and 
the factor 2E. n,, deals with the fact that a chain has no head or tail. Furthermore the Planck 
constant h makes the expression dimensionless and renders this classical partition function to 
be the proper classical limit of the more fundamental quantummechanical partition function 
of the system. 

Without loss of generality we can take Ma = M, a = 1, ... r so that 

(5.4) 

Integrating over momentum coordinates we obtain 
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( 2M 7r ) :! ""' n N -- 2 L....ts s 8 

/3 
(5.5) 

leaving a constant for the kinetic part and reducing (5.3) to 

z = 1 . II { r dR:ni} 8 (~ Pa(x) - 1) e-.B(Ho+U+W)' (5.6) 
2~.n.A3~.nsNs IT n ! . ftv, ~ 

s s smi a=l 

where A= V 21f};j~BT is the thermal de Broglie wavelength of the segments and 

3 
N.-1 

= 2 2 L L IR:ri,i+l - R:riil
2

' 
a sm i=l 

(5.7) /3Ho 

/3U = LLa~iUa(R:ni), (5.8) 
smi a 

/3W ~ L L La~a~m,Va,B (R:ni - R~'i'). 
smi s' m' i' a,B 

(5.9) 

Ho denotes the Edwards Hamiltonian describing the connectivity of the segments in the chains. 
Furthermore W is the non-bonded two-segment interaction potential and U is the external 
field potential. From now on we will scale the energy on knT by taking f3 = 1, thus making 
Ho, U and W dimensionless. 

We will adopt a density functional method which separates the free energy F into ideal and 
interaction parts. The free energy will be written as a functional of the external fields Ua 

F[U) = -lnZ[U), (5.10) 

where Z is the partition function of the system and U = U[p) = (U1 (x), ... , Ur (x) )T with 
61nZ·0 l[U] 

p(x) = (p1(x), ... ,pr(x))T. By inverting the relation Pa(x) = - 6ij;J:) the external 
fields can be expressed in the local densities thus obtaining an expression for the free energy 
in the local densities. This functional is expressed in terms of local densities Pa(x) through a 
Legendre transform of ln Z 

F[p] = -lnZ(U) - L r dxpa(x)Ua(x). 
a Jv 

(5.11) 

with U expressed in p. See appendix A for more detail about the Legendre transformation. 
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5 .1 The ideal system 

Let's first consider the so-called ideal noninteractive limit, which is characterized by an absence 
of excluded volume interactions, i.e. Vaf3 = 0, \;/ a,(3, and consequently of the incompressibility 
condition (5.2), which will appear in the non-local contribution. Only the random walk chain 
connectivity and external field interactions of (5.1) remain. This ideal chain limit simplifies 
(5.6) considerably, because the whole partition function then decouples into the product of 
partition functions for noninteractive single Gaussian chains in the presence of the arbitrary 
fields Ua(x)'s. Therefore we may rewrite the partition function of the ideal system in the form 

Q~· 
zidea1 = II ns, 

s 

(5.12) 

in which the partition function Q5 for chain species s is 

(5.13) 

5.1.1 Calculation of the ideal free energy 

Using (5.12) and the definition of the number density Ps of chains of type s we can write 
ln zideal as follows 

lnZideal 
s s 

V(lnQ)d - Lln(n5 !). (5.14) 
s 

In this expression the disorder average over the types of chains ( ·) d is defined as 

(J)d = LPsfs (5.15) 
s 

and the ideal free energy becomes 

(5.16) 

In a finite volume V = L 3 the Fourier transform q t-t ](q) of the function x t-t f(x), 
periodically continuated outside the volume V, 

](q) = i dxf(x)e-iq·x, (5.17) 
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is valid for a countable number of discrete wave vectors q = (q1, q2, q3) with Qj = 2~ni for nj 

an integer. This is also the Fourier coefficient in the Fourier series of f 

f(x) = ~ L f (q)eiq·x. (5.18) 
q 

Now introduce the shifted fields 

(5.19) 

the functions 

N, 

Pas(x) = L a;i8(x - Rf), (5.20) 
i=l 

g(x) ( 3 ) ~ _3x
2 

-- e~ 
27ra2 ' 

(5.21) 

Ws -L 1 dXPas(x)ua(x), (5.22) 
°' v 

and the average (f)o over the ensemble of unperturbed chain configurations of a state function 
j 

A i N. r N.-1 A 

(f)o = VII iv dRf II g(R.f+1 - Rj)f( {Rk}k)· 
i=l v j=l 

(5.23) 

Note that the new fields are purposely chosen in such a way that iia(O) = 0. This converts 
(5.13) into 

(5.24) 
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resulting in 

(5.25) 

which, combined with (5.14), reduces lnZideal to 

(5.26) 

I [ ( 2) ~(N.-1)]) We have left out the constant V \ ln 2ArN. 2;a d - I:s ln n 8 ! since we are only 

interested in differences of the free energy. Furthermore since U a is only an auxiliary quantity 
used to determine the free energy, we can choose the constant I:a f aUa(O) = 0. By expanding 
the exponential in (5.26), restricting the expression to terms at most involving four densities, 

and subsequently expanding the logarithm 

1 ( w ) (A ) 1 (A 2) 1 (A 3) 1 (A 4) n e • o = Ws o + 2 W8 o + 6 ws o + 24 ws o 

-~ ( (ws)o + ~(w;)o + ~(w~)o + 2
1
4 (w;) 0 ) 

2 

+~ ( (ws)o + ~(w;)o + ~(w~)o + 2
1
4 (w;) 0) 

3 

-~ ( (ws)o + ~(w;)o + ~(w~)o + 2
1
4 (w;)o) 

4 

(ws)o + ~ [(w;)o - (ws)5] + ~ [(w~)o - 3(ws)o(w;)o + 2(ws)g] 

(5.27) 

+ ;
4 

[(w;)o - 3(w;)5 - 4(ws)o(W~)o + 12(ws)5(w;)o - 6(ws)6], (5.28) 

(5.26) becomes 

lnZideal = 

v ( (w)o)d + ~ v [ ( (w2)o)d - ( (w)5)d] + ~ v [ ( (w3)o)d - 3( (w)o(w2)o)d + 2( (w)g)d] 

1 + 
24 

v [((w4 )o)d - 3((w2 )5)d - 4((w)o(w3 )o)d + 12((w)5(w2)o)d - 6((w)6)d]. (5.29) 

We need to determine the quantities (wno for p E N. From definition (5.22) it follows that 
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(wn 0 ~ ( (-~iv dxp.,(x)u.(x)) 1 
(-l)P D {~iv dx; Ua; (x;)} (l!/•m,(xm)); (5.30) 

In the second equality we have used the fact that Pas is the only variable in this expression that 
is dependent on the segment positions {Rf Ii = 1, ... , N 8 }. According to (5.18) the Fourier 
representation of the delta function is 

8(x - Rj) = ~ L eiq·(x-Rj)' (5.31) 
q 

which combined with definition (5.20) yields 

The averages in this expression are calculated by introducing a change of variables. This leads 
to (see reference [3]) 

= ~PIT { t a~fk L eiqk·xk} 
k=l Jk=l Qk 

·8 (tqz) exp [~2 t L lin -imlqn · qm] · 
l=l n=lm>n 

(5.33) 

It should be noted that the 8 in this expression represents the Kronecker-delta (the wave 
vectors qi form a discrete set). This modifies (5.30) to 
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(5.34) 

Thanks to the conveniently chosen shifted fields (u0 (0) = 0) the often occurring case p = 1 
does not contribute 

(ws)o = - ~ L L ua(q) t a~jo(q) = - ~ L ua(O)Nsa = 0, (5.35) 
q Q j=l Q 

so that substitution of (5.34) simplifies (5.29) to 

lnZideal = 

2~ L L Ua(q1)ii{3(q2)o(q1 + q2) ( t a~p~ke a: li-klq1·q2) 6~2 L L 
q1 q2 af3 j,k=l d q1 q2q3 af3-y 

·ua(q1)u{3(q2)u-y(q3)o(q1 + q2 + q3) (. t a~ja~ka I1e a: [lj-klq1 ·q2+u-11q1 ·q3+1k-11 q2·q3J) 

J~J=l d 

+ 24~3 L L ua(q1)uf3(q2)u1 (q3)uo(q4) {o(q1 + q2 + q3 + q4) 
q1 q2 q3 q4 af3-y6 

. ( ~ a 0 .af3 a 1 ao e a6
2 

[Ii-kl q1 ·q2+lj-ll q1 ·q3+IJ-ml q1 ·q4+lk-!I q2·q3+lk-ml q2·q4+ll-ml q3·q4J) 
~ SJ sk sl sm 

j,k,l,m=l ·. d 

-3o(q1 +q2)o(q3 +q4) (. t a~ja~ka'I1a~mea:[li-klq1·q2+ll-mlq3·q4]) } (5.36) 
3,k,l,m=l d 

or written compactly as 

lnZideal 
1 ~ ~ (2) - -

2V ~ ~G0{3(q1,q2)ua(q1)u{3(q2) 
q1q2 af3 

- 6~2 L L G~3)1 (q1, q2, q3)iio(q1)iif3(q2)u1 (q3) 
q1 q2q3 af3-y 
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+ 24~3 L L G~~'Y0 (q1, q2, q3, q4)ua(q1)u13(q2)u-y(q3)uo(q4) 
Ql q2q3q4 a/3-yo 

(5.37) 

with the functions 

(5.38) 

and 

(5.40) 

with 

(5.41) 

and 

g~~~~(q1, q2, q3, q4) = 8(q1 +q2)8(q3 +q4) /. t a~ja~ka ;1a~m/: [lj-kJ qi ·q2+ll-ml q3·q4)) . 

\J,k,l,m=l d 
(5.43) 

In this last result G~~~~9 has been made symmetric. The term G~~-yo is the sum of the regular 

term G~~~~9 and the so-called non-local term - G~~~~' which is typical for polydisperse polymer 
melts (see reference [4]). This non-local contribution is at the origin of the integral in the 
Euler-Lagrange equations for the local densities (chapter 6) so that these turn out not to be 
the familiar differential equations but in fact differential integral equations. Once again the 
convenient definition of the fields u0 (x) can be used to obtain 
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(5.44) 

where we have introduced the composite labels a = (q1 # O,a), b = (q2 # 0,/3), etc. 
Furthermore we have used the Einstein summation convention. 

5.1.2 The relation between the average segment densities and the external 
fields 

The average segm:ent density at position x is obtained in the usual fashion 

Pa(x) =< Pa(x) >= 
o ln zideal [UJ 

oUa(x) 

The complex conjugate of the Fourier transform of the density becomes 

Furthermore definition (5.19) gives 

which yields 

(5.45) 

(5.46) 

(5.47) 

(5.48) 

for qi # 0 and Pa ( 0) = V f °' as expected. The Fourier transforms of the external fields can be 
expressed in the Fourier transforms of the densities by inverting (5.48). A first approximation 
is made from 
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.O~(qi) ~ - I: c?J(qi, q2)u13(q2) 
/3q2~0 

= - I: u,B(qi) I _t a~ja~ke_a621j-k11qi12) 
/3 \,k=i d 

(5.49) 

In vector notation this can be written as 

(5.50) 

in which the matrix n is defined by 

(5.51) 

and the vectors p and ii by p( qi) = (pi (qi), ... , Pr( qi) )T and ii( qi) = ( ii1 (qi), ... , Ur( qi) )T. 
The matrix n has dimension T, the number of chemically different segments which is finite. 
Therefore we can express the Fourier transforms of the external fields in the Fourier transforms 
of the densities by inverting (5.50) 

so that we have 

ii( qi)= -n-i(qi) · ,O(qi) = - L a(2)-
1 
(qi, q2).0*(q2), 

q2~0 

- - -(G(2)-1) -* Ua - ab Pb, 

(5.52) 

(5.53) 

where the inverse of G(2) only applies to a.(3. Notice that the functions c?J(qi, q2) are now 

conceived as matrix elements of the matrix G(2)(qi, q2). Further iterating (5.48) results in 

(5.54) 

for qi -:/=- 0. We need not iterate any further because we restrict the expression for the free 
(2)-1 energy to terms with at most four densities. Furthermore the short notation Gab is used 

for ( G(2) (qi, q2)-i )a,a. 
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5.1.3 The Legendre transform of the free energy of the ideal system 

The Helmholtz free energy of the ideal system is expressed in terms of local densities Pa(x) 
through a Legendre transformation 

Fideal = -lnZ~~al - L J dxpa(x)ua(x). 
a V 

(5.55) 

Substituting Parseval's theorem 

(5.56) 

for the second term of the free energy and (5.44) for ln z£~1 in (5.55) produces the free 
energy in terms of the external fields 

(5.57) 

Subsequently we can obtain an expression for the free energy in terms of the densities from 
(5.54) 

1 d 2l-1 _* _* 1 d2l-1 a(2l-1 d2l-1 a(3l _* _* _* 
V ab PaPb - 2V2 ab ce df bcdPaPePf 

1 a(2)-l a(2)-l a(2)-l a(2)-l a(4) -* -* -* -* 
- 6V3 ab cf dg eh bcdePaPJ PgPh 

_ J_G(2)-1 a(2)-1 a(2l -* -* + _1_G(2)-1 a(2)-1 G(2)-1 G(2)-1 a(2l G(3) -* -* -* 
2V ac bd ab Pc Pd 2y2 ac bd eg fh ab def PcPgPh 

+-l-G(2)-1 a(2)-1 a(2)-1 a(2)- 1 a(2)- 1 a(2la(4l _* _* _* _* 
6V3 ac bd eh Ji gj ab defgPcPhPi Pj 

__ 1_G(2)-1 a(2)-1 G(2)-1 a(2)-1 a(2)-1 G(2)-1 a(2la(3) a(3l -* -* -* -* 
8V3 ac df eg bh ik jl ab cde hijPf PgPkPl 

__ 1_a(2)-1 a(2)- 1 a(2)-1 a(3) -* -* -* 
6V2 ad be cf abcPdPePf 

+-l-d2)-1 G(2)-1 a(2)-1 a(2)-1 a(2)-1 G(3) a(3) -* -* -* -* 
4V3 ad be cf gi hj abc fghPdPePi Pj 

1 (2)-l (2)-1 (2)-l (2)-l (4) -*-* -* -* 
-24V3Gae Gbf Gcg Gdh GabcdPePJPgPh 

= 1 a(2)-1 -* -* 1 a(2)-1 a(2)-1 a(2)-1 a(3) -* -* -* 
2V ab PaPb - 6V2 ad be cf def PaPbPc 

+-l-G(2)-1 a(2)-1 a(2)-1 a(2)-1 a(2)- 1 G(3) a(3) _* -* _* _* 
8V3 ae bf cg dh ij ghi efjPaPbPcPd 

1 G(2)-1 a(2)-1 G(2)-1 a(2)-1 a(4) -* -* -* -* 
- 24V3 ae bf cg dh efghPaPbPcPd· (5.58) 

At this point it is possible and convenient to redefine 
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c(4)nl _ 3 (4)nl 
abcd - g abcd · (5.59) 

Furthermore define the order-parameter fields 'I/Jo: by shifting the density fields with their 
volume average 

1 -
'l/Jo:(x) = Po:(x) - vPo:(O) = Po:(x) - fa:· (5.60) 

Then the Fourier transforms of these fields turn out to be 

~o:(q) = Po:(q) - i>o:(O)o(q) = { ~o:(q) ,q#O 
,q= 0 ' 

(5.61) 

so that the sums can be extended to include q = 0 

Fideal = 

1 '""''""' (2)-I - - 1 '""' '""' (2)-I 
2V L.,, L.,, Go:f3 (qi, -qi)'l/Jo:(-qi)'lf;fJ(qi) -

6
V2 L.,, L.,, Go:li (qi,-qi) 

o:{J QI o:{J')'lic( QI Q2 

(2)- 1 (2)- 1 (3) - -
·Gf3£ (q2,-q2)GI'( (-qi-q2,qi +q2)G6£((-qi,-q2,qi +q2)'1/Jo:(-qi)'l/J(3(-q2) 

- 1 '""' '""' (2)-I (2)-I (2)-I ) ·'I/JI'( qi+ q2) + 
24

V3 L.,, L.,, Go:E: (qi, -qi)Gf3( (q2, -q2)Gl'71 (q3, -q3 
o:{J')'liE(T/8 QI Q2Q3 

(2)-I ( '""' (2)-1 
·Gli8 (-qi - q2 - q3, qi+ q2 + q3) 3 L.,, Gi,,, (-qi - q2, qi+ q2) 

lK, 

·G~~J-q3, qi+ q2 + q3, -qi - q2)G~~~(-qi, -q2, qi+ q2) 

(4)reg ) - - - -
-G£(118 (-qi, -q2, -q3, qi+ q2 + q3) 'l/Jo:(-qi)'l/J(3(-q2)'1/Jl'(-q3)'1/Jti(qi + q2 + q3) 

1 '""' '""' (2)-I (2)-I (2)-I (2)-1 +8v 3 L.,, L.,, Go:E: (qi,-qi)Gf3( (-qi,qi)G/'71 (q2,-q2)G88 (-q2,q2) 
O:{J')'liE:(T/8 QI Q2 

( 4)nl - - - -
·9£(178 (-qi' qi, -q2, q2)'1/Jo: ( qi)'l/J(J(-qi)'l/JI'( q2)'1/Jti(-q2). (5.62) 

Note that this expression is limited only in relation to the number of included densities, but 
not to the number of derivatives. In the next step this second limitation will be performed 
by including terms containing up to the fourth power of q. Since the function G~~) explicitly 
depends on the length q1 of qi, we can write 

(5.63) 

Expanding the exponential in G~~ gives 
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with 

Let's define the following constants 

Ajk Ii - kl, 
Vjkl = Ajk - Ajl - Akl, 

then we have 

G~J~~9 (qi, q2, q3, -qi - q2 - q3) 

( 
~ a°'-c/3 a 'Yao e a6

2 
[vikmqi ·q2+vj1mq1 ·q3+vk1mq2·q3->.imqr->-kmq~->.1mq;]) 

~ SJ sk sl sm 
j,k,l,m=i d 

(5.64) 

(5.65) 

(5.66) 

(5.67) 

(5.68) 

A(4) (4) 2 (4) 2 (4) 2 c(4) c(4) c(4) 
a(3-yo + B a(3-yoqi + B (3a-yoq2 + B -y(3aoq3 + a(3-yoq2 · q3 + (3a-yoqi · q3 + 7(3aoqi · q2 

and 

+D~~7oqi + Dh~70qi + D~~00 qj + E~~7oqiq~ + Eh~-roqfo~ + E~~aoqfoi 
+Fl~-r0 (q2 · q3)

2 + FJ~70 (qi · q3)
2 + F~i00 (qi · q2)

2 + G~J-y0qiq2 · q3 

(4) 2 (4) 2 (4) 2 (4) 2 (4) 2 
+G f3a-yoq2qi · q3 + G -y(3aoq3qi · q2 + Ha(3-yoqi qi · q3 + Hf3a-yoq2q2 · q3 + H7(3aoq3qi · q3 

+H~~f30qiqi · q2 + H~~f30qiqi · q2 + Hh~00q~q2 · q3 + I~~'Y0 (qi · q2)(qi · q3) 

+lh~-r0 (qi · q2)(q2 · q3) + J~~00 (qi · q3)(q2 · q3) (5.69) 

(4)nl( ) 9af3-yo qi,-q1,q2,-q2 

( 
~ a 0 -a(3 a 'Y a0 ea: [->.jkQI-AlmQ~l) 
~ SJ sk sl sm 

j,k,l,m=l d 

A~J70 + B~~7f3qi + B~~00qi + D~~7f3qi + D~~aoqi + J~~-roqiqi. (5.70) 
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The tensors A(3), A(4), ... , J(4) are listed in appendix B. We notice that to determine G~~)-i 
we have to calculate the complete matrix Q.(2), then calculate its inverse to come up with the 

derivatives needed for G~~)-i. However to determine G~~c and G~!~d we only need to calculate 
the tensors listed in appendix B. These are all averages of the variables a~. Assume that 
the local densities are four times differentiable and that the densities and their derivatives 
approach zero near the border of the volume V. With the help of the following identities 

qq2n~(q) = -i2n+i[\7~i/JJ(q), 

q2n~(q) i2n[~J(q) 

for n = 0, 1, 2 and Parseval's theorem (5.56), we can modify (5.62) to 

Fideal = 

1 """""" [ (0) 2 (2) 4 (4)] - -2V L..,. L..,. r o.B + qi r o,B + qi r a/3 i/Jo (-qi )i/l,B (qi) 
o,B qi 

(5.71) 

(5.72) 

__ 1_ """ """ [r(o) + q2r(2) + q4r(4)] [r(o) + q2r(2) + q4r(4)] [r(o) + Jqi + q 2J2r(2) 5y2 L..,. L..,. oo i oo i oo ,Be 2 ,Be 2 ,Be 'Y( 'Y( 
0,8"(0E:( qi q2 

I 1
4 (4)] [A(3) (3) 2 B(3) 2 c(3) D(3) 4 D(3) 4 E(3) 2 2 +qi + q2 f 'Y( 00 ( + Bo0(qi + 0 o(q2 + 00 (qi . q2 + oc(qi + ct5(q2 + oct;.qi q2 

+FJ;~(qi · q2)
2 

+ G~!~qiqi · q2 + G~~~q~qi · q2J~o(-qi)~,B(-q2)~'Y(qi + q2) 

+-1- """ """ [r(o) + q2r(2) + q4r(4)] [r(o) + q2r(2) + q4r(4)] [r(o) + q2r(2) 24 y3 L..,. L..,. oc i oc i oc .Bt;. 2 ,B( 2 ,B( 'YT/ 3 'YT/ 
0,8"(0E:(T/() qi q2q3 

+qjr~~] [rl~l + lq1 + q, + q,1 2rW + lq1 + <12 + q,1'rW] (3 ~ { [r!~l + lq1 + q,1 2r!~ 

+Jqi + q2J
4
ri!)] [A~~l + B~~~q~ + B~~~Jqi + q2 + q3J

2 
+ c~~~(-qi - q2 - q3). q3 + D~~qi 

+D~~Jqi + q2 + q3J
4 

+ E~~~Jqi + q2 + q3J 2 q~ + F~;~(q3 ·(qi+ q2 + q3)) 2 

+G~~lq~(-qi - q2 - q3) · q3 + G~~lJqi + q2 + q3J
2
(-qi - q2 - q3) · q3] [A~~"+ B!~~qi 

+ B(3) 2 + c(3) + D(3) 4 + D(3) 4 + E(3) 2 2 + p(3) ( )2 + G(3) 2 (cK.q2 c(K.qi · q2 c(K.qi (cK.q2 c(K.qi q2 c(~ qi · q2 c(K.qi qi · q2 

G(3) 2 ] } [A(4) B(4) 2 (4) 2 (4) 2 c(4) (4) 
+ (c,,,q2qi . q2 - 0 (riB + c(rieqi + B(0 rieq2 + BT/(c8q3 + c(rieq2 · q3 + C(crieqi · q3 

+c~~~8qi · q2 + D~~~8qf + D~!~eqi + D~~~8qi + E!~~8q~q~ + E~!~eqiq~ + E~~~8qfo~ 
F (4) ( )2 F(4) ( )2 p(4) ( )2 G(4) 2 G(4) 2 + c(riB q2 · q3 + (criB qi · q3 + T/(cO qi · q2 + c(rieqi q2 · q3 + (crieq2qi · q3 

G (4) 2 H(4) 2 H(4) 2 (4) 2 (4) 2 
+ T/(c8q3qi · q2 + c(rieqi qi · q3 + (crieq2q2 · q3 + HT/(c8q3qi · q3 + HE:T/(eqi qi · q2 

+H~!~eq~qi · q2 + H~~~8q~q2·q3+1!~~8 (qi · q2)(qi · q3) + 1g~8 (qi · q2)(q2 · q3) 
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(4) J)- - - -+J7J(cB(q1 · q3)(q2 · q3) 'l/Ja(-q1)'1/J,B(-q2)'1/J,,(-q3)'1/J8(q1 + q2 + q3) 

+-1- '""' '""' [r(o) + q2r(2) + q4r(4)] [r(o) + q2r(2) + q4r(4)] [r(o) + q2r(2) + q4r(4)] 8 V3 L L ac 1 ac 1 ac /3( 1 /3( 1 /3( 1'7J 2 1'7J 2 l'TJ 
a,878c(7)9 qi q2 

[ 
(o) 2 (2) 4 (4)] [A(4) (4) 2 (4) 2 D(4) 4 D(4) 4 J(4) 2 2] . r 8() + q2r 88 + q2r 8() c(1)B + BcB1)(ql + B1)(cBq2 + c87)(ql + 7)(cBq2 + c(7)Bql q2 

·{;a( qi){;{J(-q1){;,( Q2)~8(-q2) 

1 '""' '""' '""' (2j) 2j - -= 2V L L L r afl qi 'l/Ja(-q1)'1/J{J(q1) 
a{J qi j 

1 '""' '""' '""' (jklm) · 2k 21 2 - - -- 6V2 L L L Tafl7 (q1 · q2)1q1 q2 Jq1 + q2J m'l/Ja(-q1)'1/J,B(-q2)'1/J,,(q1 + q2) 
a{J7 qi q2 j klm 

+ 24~3 L L L <I>~;~i;nprt)(q1 · q2)i(q1 · q3)k(q2 · q3)1(q3 ·(-qi - q2 - q3)r 
0:{}78 qiq2q3 jklmnprt 

2 2 2 2t - - - -
·q1nqlq3rJq1 + q2 + q3J 'l/Ja(-qi)'l/J,B(-q2)'1/J,,(-q3)'1/J8(q1 + q2 + q3) 

1 '""' '""' '""' (jk) 2j 2k - - - -+ 8V3 L L L iJ! afl78q1 q2 'l/Ja(q1)'1/J{J(-q1)'1/J,,(q2)'1/J8(-q2) 
a{J78 qi q2 j k 

~ i dx { ~ ~ [ a~J,µ. (x),Pp(x) + b~~ v.p.(x) . \7,Pp (x) +c~~\72.Pa (x)\72,Pp(x) l 
1 '""' [ (2) (2) (2) 2 ) ( ) -6 L aa/3')''1/Ja(x)'l/J,B(x)'lf;7(x) + ba/31' "V'l/Ja(x) · "V'l/J(J(x)'lj;7(x) + ca/31' "V 'l/Ja(x)'l/J{J(x 'lj;7 x 

a{J7 

+d~~I' "V"V'l/Ja(x) : "V"V'l/J,B(x)'lf;7(x) + e~2J7 "V4'1/Ja(x)'l/J{J(x)'lj;7(x) 

+Ji~,, "V'l/Ja(x) · "V'l/J,B(x)"V2'1/J7(x) + g;2J,, "V'\72'1/Ja(x) · "V'l/J,B(x)'lf;7(x) 

+h~~I' '\72'1/Ja (x) "V2'1/J,B(x)'lj;7 (x)] 

+ 2
1
4 L [ a~3J-r8 '1/Ja(x)'l/J,B(x)'lf;7 (x)'lfJ8(x) + b~3J78 "V2'1/Ja(x)'l/J{J(x)'lf;7(x)'l/J8(x) 

a,878 

+c~3J78 "V'l/Ja(x) · "V'l/J(J(x)'lj;7(x)'l/J8(x) + d~J,,8 "V4'1/Ja(x)'l/J{J(x)'lf;7(x)'l/J8(x) 

+e~J,,8 "V"V'l/Ja(x) : "V"V'l/J,B(x)'lf;7(x)'l/J8(x) + Ji~,,8 "V"V'l/Ja(x) : "V'l/J(J(x)"V'lj;7(x)'l/J8(x) 

+g~~/'8 "V'l/Ja(x) · "V'l/J(J(x)"V'lf;7(x) · \7'lf;5(x) + h~3J75 "V2'1/Ja(x)\72'1/J{J(x)'lf;7(x)'lf;5(x) 

+i~J,, \7\72,P0 (x) . \7,Pp(x),P7 (x),P5 (x) + j~~7, \7,P0 (x) · \7,Pp(x) \72,P7 (x),P,(x)] } 

+ ~ 1 dx 1 dy L {a~~75'1/Ja(x)'l/J{J(x)'lf;7 (y)'lf;5(y) + b~~70 "V2'1/Ja(x)'l/J,B(x)'lj;7(y)'lf;5(y) 
V V a,8-y<i 

+c~~75 \74,P0 ( X ),Pp ( X ),P7 (y ),P; (y) + d~~7; \72,P0 ( X ),Pp ( X) \72,P7 (y) ,P; (y) } ( 5. 73) 
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'"'· 

where j, k, l, m, n, p, r, t E {O, 1, 2}. All the occurring tensors are listed in appendix B. Partial 
integration shows that a number of terms are of the same form so that (5.73) can be simplified 
to 

Fideal = 

Iv dx { ~ [ A 0 p,P0 (x),Pp (x) + Bap V,P0 (x) · V,Pp(x) +Cap V 2.Pa (x) V2,Pp(x) l 
+ L [vaf3'Y'l/;a(x)'l/;p(x)'lj;'Y(x) + CafJ'Y \7'1/Ja(x) · \7'l/;p(x)'l/;1 (x) 

a/3'"( 

+FafJ'Y \7\7'1/Ja(x) : \7\7'!/Jp(x)'!/J'Y(x) + 9a/J'Y \7'!/Ja(x) · \7'!/Jp(x)V2'!/J'Y(x) 

+ 11ah V 2.Pa (x) V 2,Pp (x),P7 (x)] 

+ L [IafJ'Yo'l/Ja(x)'l/J,a(x)'ljJ'Y(x)'l/Jo(x) + JafJ'Yo\7'!/Ja(x) · \7'!/Jp(x)'l/J1 (x)'l/Jo(x) 
afJ'Yo 

+ICafJ'Yo\7\7'!/Ja(x) : \7'!/Jp(x)\7'!/J1 (x)'ljJ0 (x) + LafJ'Yo\72'!/Ja(x)\72'!/Jp(x)'lfJ'Y(x)'l/;o(x) 

+ M 0 p7, V.Pa(x) · V,Pp(x) V2,P7 (x),P, (x) J } 

+ 1 dx 1 dy L {NafJ'Yo'l/Ja(x)'l/;p(x)'lj;'Y(y)'l/;0(y) + Oaf3'Y0V2'1/Ja(x)'l/;p(x)'l/J'Y(y)'l/J0(y) 
V V a,B'"(o 

+ P ap7• V 4 .Pa (x),Pp (x),P7 (y ),P,(y) + Qap7• V 2.Pa (x),Pp (x) V2,P7 (y ),P, (y)}. (5. 7 4) 

The new tensors A, B, ... , Q are also listed in appendix B. As a last action we have to 
incorporate the incompressibility condition (5.2) by substituting 1/J7 = - L::-:1 'I/Ja· 

5.2 The interaction contribution 

Consider the Helmholtz free energy functional F[p] of the general incompressible copolymer 
melt 

F[p] = Fideal[P] - <I>[p] (5.75) 

with p(x) = (p1 (x), P2 (x), ... , p7 _1 (x) )T and <I>[p] the so-called non-ideal part. From now on 
we will use the notation I:~ = L::-:1. As this particular partitioning of the functional into 
an ideal and a non-ideal part is quite arbitrary, it is equally correct to describe the ideal part 
on the basis of the corresponding melt of non-bonded segments, i.e. 

F[ ] = :F.~egment[ ] _ <!>segment[ ] P ideal P P' (5.76) 
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h Tsegment [ ] · . b w ere .r ideal p is given y 

(5.77) 

Combining (5. 75) and (5. 76) therefore allows us to express <I>[p] in the following way 

;i;[ ] ;i;segment[ ] T [ ] Tsegment[ ] 
"±' P = "±' P + .rideal P - .rideal P · (5.78) 

Now this Helmholtz free energy :F can be derived from the canonical partition function Z of 
the general incompressible copolymer melt 

z = 1 {rr r dR~i} 8 (""""' Pa(x) -1) e-(Ho+u+w). 
2I:s ns A 3 I:. nsNs IJ n ! . Jv L,; 

s s smi a 

(5.79) 

In this expression the delta function ensures incompressibility and Ho (5. 7) denotes the Ed
wards Hamiltonian describing the connectivity of the segments in chains 

N8 -l 

Ho= 2!2 L L IR~,i+l - R~il 2 

sm i==l 

(5.80) 

Furthermore U (5.8) is an external segment potential 

(5.81) 

and W (5.9) a non-bonded two-segment interaction potential, rewritten by using the definition 
of the microscopic density Pa(x) 

W = ~ L' 1dx1 dy Pa(x)p(J(Y)Va(J(X -y). 
a(J V V 

(5.82) 

If we now combine the bonded two-segment term Ho and the non-bonded two-segment po
tential W into one total two-segment interaction potential Y, which formally can be written 
as 

then we can write Z as Z = (zsegment with ( := IJ:-i Na! and 
2Es ns IT. ns ! 

zsegment = 3N ; I {IT fi r dRj} 8 (I:.oa(x)-1) e-(Y+U), 
A ITa==l Na. a==lj==l Jv a 
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where Na = .l:::smi a~i = .l:::s n8 Nsa is the number of a-segments and N = .l:::a Na is the total 
number of segments in the system. In this expression the integration is over the positions 
{Rjlj = 1, ... ,Na; a= 1, ... , T} of all the segments in the system. In terms of these re-labeled 
positions the microscopic density Pa (x) becomes 

Na 

Pa(x) = L 6(x - Rj). (5.85) 
j=l 

This result, namely Z = (zsegment, is of course the justification why it is possible to write the 
Helmholtz free energy either in the form of (5.75) or (5.76). 

Following Evans (see reference [5]) we can define a whole hierarchy of so-called direct correla
tion functions. The first one being a vector c(x) with components 

(5.86) 

and the next one being a matrix C (x, y) with components 

(5.87) 

This two-segment direct correlation matrix C(x, y) is related to the so-called structure factor 
matrix S(x, y) whose a,8-component is defined by 

62 lnZ[U] 62 lnzsegment[UJ 

6Ua(x)6U13(y) 6Ua(x)6Uf3(Y) 

([,Oa(x) - Pa(x)][p13(y) - P13(y)J) 

(!::..,Oa (x)!::..,Dj3(y)), (5.88) 

where !::..,Oa(x) = Pa(x)-pa(x) = .Oa(x)-(.Oa(x)), via a so-called generalised Ornstein-Zernike 
relation. This can be shown as follows. From (5.11) and (5.45) we obtain 

_ L' { dy 6lnZ 6U13(y) -Ua(x)- L' { dyp (y)6U13(y) 
/3 iv 6U13(y) 6pa(x) /3 iv /3 6pa(x) 

= -Ua(x), (5.89) 

and so by substituting (5.76) and (5.77) into the left-hand side of (5.89) and using (5.86) we 
have 

(5.90) 

and consequently 
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(5.91) 

As the a,B-component of the structure factor matrix can be written as 

(5.92) 

it follows that 

(5.93) 

and therefore from (5.91) we can straightforward derive 

which is the generalised Ornstein-Zernike relation that was mentioned earlier. How this rela
tion can be used we will now demonstrate. 

Our real interest lies in determining the non-ideal part of the Helmholtz free energy <I>(p]. For 
inhomogeneous systems in general this is a very complicated functional which can only be 
determined in an approximate way. In fact the only alternative is to consider an expansion 
around some homogeneous reference system. To that extent consider an arbitrary homoge
neous reference system with Pa(x) = p~, Va. Then the functional Taylor expansion of <I>(p] 
around p = p0 is given by 

. ( ) - ( ) 0 (1) ( ) - [~] (2) ( - [ ()2<I>[p] ] with !;;.po. x = Po. x - Po., <Po. x = 6pa(x) p=pO and <Po./3 x, y) = 6pa(x)6pp(Y) p=po· We 

have left out the constant term <I>(p0] since we are only interested in differences of the free 
energy. Furthermore for our purposes it suffices to truncate after the second order terms. 
Substitution of (5.75), (5.89) and (5.91) results in 
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(5.96) 

(5.97) 

For a homogeneous reference system by definition Ccl,a(x,y), Sa,a(x,y) and <t>?J(x,y) only 
depend on r = x - y and therefore the Ornstein-Zernike relation becomes 

Sa,a(x - y) - Oa,BP~O(x - y) = p~ LI r dz Ca-y(x - z)S-y,a(z - y), (5.98) 
'Y Jv 

which in Fourier space (defined by (5.17)) can be written as 

Sa,a(q) - Oa,BP~ = P~ L 'Ca-y(q)S-y,a(q). (5.99) 
'Y 

Thus by introducing the diagonal matrix {! through {!a,8 = p~Oa,8 , (5.99) is expressed in 
matrix-notation by 

s ( q) - {! = {! c ( q) s ( q) (5.100) 

and. this yields 

C(q) = g-1 _ s-1(q). (5.101) 

As we now have an expression for the Fourier transform of the second order direct correlation 
matrix C, it is advantageous to consider the truncated expansion of <I>[p] (5.95) in terms of 
Fourier transformed densities and coefficients, i.e. 

<I>[p] = ~ L'L~~l)(q)~p:(q) + 2~ L'L~?J(q)~p:(q)~P,a(q) 
°' q a,8 q 

(5.102) 

with ~Pa(q) = Pa(q) - Vp~o(q). Both the Fourier transforms ~~1)(q) and ~?J(q) easily 
follow from (5.96) and (5.97) respectively, namely 

(5.103) 

and 
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(5.104) 

If we now assume that p~ is equal to -&.Oa(O), i.e. the volume average of p0 (x), then it follows 
that ~Pa(x) is equal to the order-parameter field 1/Ja(x). We know that in terms of the Fourier 
transformed order-parameter fields the expansion of the ideal part of the Helmholtz free energy 
functional Fideal[P] is given by (see (5.62) with g(o)-

1
(q) = G(2)-

1 (q,-q)) 

(5.105) 

which leads to 

(5.106) 

and 

(5.107) 

Consequently we find that in the absence of any actual external fields acting on the segments 
~~l) ( q) = 0 and more importantly that 

[
-_1 ) [-(o)- 1 

) 
- S a/3 ( q) p=po + S af3 ( q) p=po 

= Xar + X{3r - Xa/3 

2xa13, (5.108) 

in which the so-called Flory x- parameters are defined by 

- Eaa + Ef3f3 
Xa/3 = Eaf3 - 2 

(5.109) 

with 

(5.110) 
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where v0 13(x) is the short-range interaction potential between segments of type a and (3 (see 
(5.82) above). (5.108) is a well-known result that can be obtained within the so-called Random 
Phase Approximation (see reference [6]). This finally brings us to the result which we were 
aiming at, namely 

<I>[p] = ~ L 
1
Xa/3 L ~~(q)~13(q) = L 

1
Xaf31 dx1./Ja(x)1.f;13(x). 

n/3 q n/3 V 

(5.111) 

By comparing this non-ideal part combined with the Fourier representation of the ideal part 
(5.62) with the expression found by the Landau-theory (see reference [3]), we can conclude 
that there is no difference between this Landau-theory and our density functional method. 

5.3 The complete thermodynamical potential of the Canonical 
Ensemble 

The incompressibility condition (5.2) can be incorporated in (5.74) by substituting 1./Jr = 
- L:::i 1./;0 leading to for example 

a/3 
T-1 T-1 

L 1 Aa131./Ja(x)1./;13(x) + L Aar1./Ja(x)1./Jr(x) + L Ar131./Jr(x)1./J13(x) + Arr1./Jr(x)2 

a/3 a=l /3=1 

T-1 T-1 T-1 T-1 

L 
1 
Aa131./Ja(x)1.f;13(x) - L L Aar1./Ja(x)1.f;13(x) - L L Ar131./Ja(x)1.f;13(x) 

a/3 a=l/3=1 a=l/3=1 

T-lT-1 

+ L LArr1./Ja(x)1.f;13(x) 
a=l/3=1 

= L'Aa131./Ja(x)1.f;13(x) (5.112) 
a/3 

with 

(5.113) 

and similar definitions for B, ... Q. Combined with (5.111) we have the following expansion 
of the free energy about a homogeneous reference system 

Fideal = 

J, dx { ~' [ (.40 p - Xop ),P0 (x),Pp (x) + B0 p 'V.Po (x) · 'V,Pp (x) +Cop 'V2,P,(x) 'V2,Pp (x)] 
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+ L' [va{37'l/Ja(x)'l/J{3(x)'lf;7(x) + taf3"f '7'1/Ja(x) · '\l'l/;{3(x)'lf;7(x) 
a{37 
v v 2 

+Faf3'Y '\l'\l'l/Ja(x) : '\l'\l'l/J{3(x)'lf;7(x) + Yaf3'Y '7'1/Ja(x) · '\l'l/J{3(x)\7 'l/J7 (x) 

v 2 2 l + 1la{37 '\l 'I/Ja (x) '\l 'l/J{3 (x)'lj;7 (x) 

+ L '[ta{37o'l/Ja(x)'l/J{3(x)'lf;7(x)'l/Jo(x) + 1a{37o'7'1/Ja.(x) · '\l'l/;{3(x)'l/J7(x)'l/Jo(x) 
a{378 
v v 2 2 

+1Ca{37o '\l'\l 'l/Ja (x) : '\l'l/J{3 (x) '\l'lf;7(x)'l/Jo(x) + La{31o \! 'I/Ja (x) '\l 'l/J{3 (x)'lf;7(x)'l/Jo (x) 

+ .M0 p16 V,P0 (x) · V,Pp(x) V 2,P7 (x).p, (x)] } 

+ 1 dx 1 dy L '{fla{370'1/Ja(x)'l/J{3(x)'l/J7(y)'l/Jo(Y) + Oa{37o\72'l/Ja(x)'l/J{3(x)'l/;7(y)'l/Jo(Y) 
V V af318 

v 4 v 2 2 } +Pa{370'7 'l/Ja(x)'l/J{3(x)'l/J7(y)'l/Jo(Y) + Qaf310'7 'l/Ja(x)'l/J{3(x)'\l 'l/J7(y)'l/Jo(Y) · (5.114) 

The tensors A, ... , Q are expressed in terms of the nine tensors A(3), A(4), B(3), B(4 ), D(3), 

D(4), E(3), E(4 ) and J(4), and the three matrices r(o), r(2) and r(4). We only need to calculate 
these twelve quantities to determine the free energy. 

The expression for the free energy can be used to test the stability of the homogeneous state 
and to determine relevant thermodynamical variables. The densities that provide a description 
of the phase separated system can be obtained by solving the Euler-Lagrange equations in the 
following chapter. 
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Chapter 6 

The Euler-Lagrange 
differential-integral equations 

To determine the densities in equilibrium the equations 

8F['lf;] = O 
8'1/Ja(x) 

have to be solved for a = 1, ... , T - 1. For fixed a this can be written as 

L 1 
[ (Aaf3 - ~af3 )'l/J{J (x) + Baf3 \72'1/J{J(x) + Caf3 \74'1/J{J(x)] 

f3 

+ L 1 
[ tJa13'1/J13(x)'lj;'Y(x) + la/3 \72i/;13(x)i/;'Y(x) +ft af3 \li/J{J(x) · \li/;'Y(x) 

f3'Y 
'G 'G 4 'G 2 

+Yaf3'1\7i/;f3(x): \7\li/;'Y(x) + 'Haf3\7 i/J{J(x)ij;'Y(x) + 2'Haf3\7\7 i/J{J(x) · \l'lj;'Y(x) 

+fa/3 "V2i/;{3(x)\72if;'Y(x) +} a/3 \7i/;{3(x) · \7'\12 '1/J'Y(x)] 

+ L' [ JCaf3'Yoi/J{3(x)ij;'Y(x)i!Jo(x) + Caf3'Yo\7i/J{3(x) · \lif;'Y(x)i!Jo(x) 
{3"{0 
'G 2 'G 2 2 

+Maf3'Yo\7 i/J{3(x)ij;'Y(x)i!Jo(x) + N af3'Yo\7 i/;f3(x)\7 i/;'Y(x)i!Jo(x) 
'G 2 ;'., 4 

+Vaf3'Yo\7 'l/J{3(x)'Vij;'Y(x) · 'V'l/Jo(x) + Paf3'Yo'V i/;13(x)ij;'Y(x)'l/Jo(x) 
'G 2 ;'., 

+ Qa{31o \7\7 i/;f3 (x) · \lij;'Y(x)'l/Jo(x) + Raf3'Yo \7\l'lj;/3 (x) : \7\li/;'Y(x)i/Jo(x) 

+~af3'Yo\7\7'1j;f3(x): \7'1j;0(x)\7'1j;'Y(x)] 

+ L' J dy [f af3'Yoi/J{3(x)if;'Y(y)i!Jo(Y) + Uaf3'Yo\72'1/J{J(x)if;'Y(y)'l/Jo(Y) 
{3"{0 v 
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(6.2) 

v v 

with A, ... , Y listed in appendix B. Complementary a number of boundary conditions de-
pending on the system are needed to solve the problem. For example when the system con
sists of block copolymers that form a lamellar structure, a periodic condition of the form 
'l/Ja(z) = Aa sin(B0 z + Ca) is imposed. This results in a set of equations for the unknown 
numbers Aa, Ba and Ca (a= 1, ... , T -1). 
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Chapter 7 

Comparison to the article of H. Tang 
and K.F. Freed [7] 

To understand the connection between the ensembles we will consider the article of H. Tang 
and K. F. Freed (see reference [7]) that treats a particular system in the Grand Canonical 
Ensemble. The system consists of n>. homopolymers of species ,\with length N>.. So we have ,\ = s and ,\ can be identified with a segment type since a chain of segments ,\ only occurs 
with length N>.. We derive 

Q 

a>.j Oa>., (7.1) 

N>.a = Oa>.N>., (7.2) 

Iv dxf>a(x) V L P>.N>.a = naNm (7.3) 
>. 

Iv dxp>.(r) n>.N>.. (7.4) 

It is obvious that the treated system is far more simple than the general melt that is the 
subject of this thesis. In the article a similar quantity Q>. is used. We will denote this Q>. as 
Qf CE and the Q >. used in chapter 5 will be written as Qf E. 

In the article the shifted external field potential 

is introduced, putting the contribution ofµ>. in W. Then 

F = -lnB + L J dr P>.(r)W>.(r), 
>. 

which is the Legendre transformation of the free energy from U to p is rewritten. From 
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it follows that 

Also 

is used to deduce 

This gives (2.12b): 

F = - L QfCE + L J dr p,x(r)W,x(r). 
>. ,\ 

6ln3 
p,x(r) = 6W,x(r) 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

l 1 r r j 1'(7.11) 

First of all comparison of expressions with f3 = 1 shows that 

QGCE _ eµ>- QCE ,\ - >. . 

Furthermore (7.4) and (7.10) show that QfCE = n,x. This can be verified with (3.15) 

(7.12) 

F = n + Lµ,xn,x - L J dr P>.(r)U,x(r) = n + L J dr p,x(r)W,x(r), (7.13) 
>. >. ,\ 

so that 

(7.14) 

and so indeed (with (3.22)) 

- - (an) - (aQfCE) - GCE n,x - - - - - Q,x 
8µ,x V,T,{µ>.1IA'El,N#>.} aµ>. VT . 

' 

(7.15) 

To compare the ensembles let's start with the expression for the free energy in (5.16) 

(7.16) 
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By using Stirling's formula 

(7.17) 

for large n>. and µ>- = (fF ) (3.20) we can write 
n>. V,T,{n>.11>.'EI,>.',e>.} 

(7.18) 

so that 

n _ eµ"' QCE _ QGCE >-- >. - >- · (7.19) 

This shows that we have fi>. = n>. in the thermodynamic limit. Now substitution of (7.5), 
(7.10), (7.17), (7.18) and (7.19) in (5.14) yields 

>. >-

+ L j dr P>.(r)W>.(r) 
>-

= - L QfCE + L j dr P>.(r)W>.(r) 
>. >-

~ [- ~>- j dr P>-(r) + j dr P>.(r)W>.(r)] , (7.20) 

so the expression of Tang and Freed for F in the Grand Canonical Ensemble is the same as our 
:F in the Canonical Ensemble. Also it happens that the term ln n>.! which is of no importance 
in the Canonical Ensemble delivers the most important contribution in the Grand Canonical 
Ensemble, opposed to the term n>. ln Qf E which was crucial in the Canonical Ensemble. 
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Chapter 8 

Polydisperse diblock melt 

As an exemplary system we will consider a polydisperse diblock melt. In this system there 
are two types of segments a = A and f3 = B so that T = 2. The polymer chains consist of two 
blocks both made of a sequence of one type of segments, namely an A-block and a B-block. 
Then the chain species can be described by the length NA of the A-block and the length NB 
of the B-block: s ={NA, NB}, N 8 =NA+ NB. (see figure 8.1) 

We have 

In other words 

{ 

a~ 1 
a B = 1 si 
a~ 0 

,O<i::;NA, 
, NA < i ::; Ns, 
, otherwise. 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

for 0 < i ::=:; Ns with 1-l the Heaviside function. Denote the probability that an A-block has 
length NA by PA(NA) and likewise the probability PB(NB)· Assuming that the distributions 
PA(NA) and PB(NB) are independent and that all the possible combinations occur, we have 

Ps,..., PA(NA)PB(NB), 

100 

dNA PA(NA) = 100 

dNB PB(NB) = 1. 

(8.3) 

(8.4) 

Also the overall density is assumed constant. In this case this means that the total volume of 
the segments is equal to the volume (incompressible system). 

(8.5) 

These constraints lead to 
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Figure 8.1: A-B block polymer. 

for a certain constant c so that 

and 

1 
c=----

(NA +Nn) 

PA(NA)PB(NB) 
Ps = (NA +Nn) 

with N the average over the number of segments. 

8.1 The tensors r(o) r(2) r(4) 
' ' 

eA 
OB 

(8.7) 

{8.8) 

Define y = a: q~, then we will have to consider the expansion of a<2>(y) (5.63) up to and 
including the second power of y, since we will need up to and including the fourth derivative 
of a<2>(y) with respect to qi 
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Now we can use the following integrals 

to write 

with 

= 

f AB 
o./3 

2NA 2 -yNA 2 --+-e --y y2 y2' 

~(e-y(NA+Ns) - e-YNA - e-yNs + 1), 
y 

2NB + ~e-yNs - ~ 
y y2 y2 

(8.10) 

(8.12) 

Consequently we can determine the a,B-components of the matrix Q(2) (y). We will denote 
the Laplace transforms of PA(NA) and PB(NB) by PA(Y) and PB(y): 

PA(Y) = fo00 

dNAPA(NA)e-YNA, 

PB(Y) fo00 

dNB PB(NB)e-yNs. 

Thus the components can be compactly written as 
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(8.14) 



G~~(y) = 

= 

and 

The matrix G(2) (y) becomes 

(;(2)( ) _ 1 1 ( 2yNA + 2(pA(Y) -1) (pA(Y) - l)(pB(Y) -1) ) 
y - (NA+ NB) y2 (PA(Y) - l)(PB(Y) - 1) 2yNB + 2(pB(Y) -1) . 

(8.17) 

Now we can straightforwardly determine the inverse matrix (;(2)-i (y) 

(;(2)-1 (y) = !.._NA+ NB ( 2yNB + 2(pB(Y) -1) -(PA(Y) - l)(pB(Y) -1) ) 
y2 Det -(pA(Y) - l)(PB(Y) - 1) 2yNA + 2(pA(Y) - 1) 

(8.18) 

in which the determinant Det is defined by 

Det - : 4 [(2yNA + 2(pA(Y) - 1))(2yNB + 2(pB(Y) - 1)) - (PA(Y) - 1)2(pB(Y) - 1)2] 

= : 4 [4y2 NA NB+ 4y(NA(PB(Y) - 1) + NB(PA(Y) - 1)) + 4(pA(Y) - l)(pB(Y) - 1) 

-(PA(Y) - l)2 (PB(Y) -1)2
] (8.19) 

under the condition that Det -=f. 0. By expansion of the Laplace transforms PA(Y) and PB(Y) 

PA(Y) e-YNA ~ 1 _ yNA + !y2 N2 _ !y3 N3 + ..}__y4N4 _ _ l_y5 N5 + _1_y6 N6 
2 A 6 A 24 A 120 A 720 A 

(8.20) 

and similar for p B (y), we find 
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(;(2)-1(y) = (°NA+ Nii) {R + R + R 2} Dci 1 2Y 3Y (8.21) 

with the definition of the following matrices 

Furthermore expansion of the determinant yields 

Det :, (4y
2
NANB + [-4y

2
NANB + 2y3NAN~ - ~y4NAN~ + ~y5NAN~ - 3~y6NAN~] 

+ [-4y2 
NA NB+ 2y3 

N1 NB - ~y4N1 NB+ ~y5 NJi. NB - 3
1
0

y6 Ni NB] 

+[-2yNA +y2N2 _ ~y3N3 + }:__y4N4 _ }:__y5N5] 
A 3 A 12 A 60 A 

. [-2yNB + y2N~ - ly3 N~ + 112y4Nt - 610y5 N~] 

[ 
- 1 2-2 1 3-3]

2
[ - 1 2-2 1 3-3]

2
) - -yNA + 2Y NA - 6y NA -yNB + 2Y NB - 6y NB 

= :, (4y
2
NANB + [-4y

2
NANB + 2y3NAN~ - ~y4NAN~ + ~y5NAN~ - 3~y6NAN1] 

[ 
2-- 3-2- 2 4-3- 1 5-4- 1 6-5-J + -4y NAN B + 2y NAN B - 3Y NAN B + 6y NAN B - 30 y NAN B 

+ [4y
2
NANB - 2y

3
N1NB -2y3NAN~ + ~y4N1NB + ~y4NAN~ +y4N1N~ 

1 5-4 - 1 5-·---4 1 5-3 -2 1 5-2 -3 1 6-5 - 1 5--5 
-6y NANB - 6y NANB - 3Y NANB - 3Y NANB + 30y NANB + 30Y NANB 

+]._y6 N4 N2 + }:__y6 N2 N4 + ~y6 N3 N3] 
12 A B 12 A B 9 A B 

-y
4 

[NA 
2 

NB 
2 

- yN A 
2 

NB N~ - yN A N1NB
2 

+ y2 NA N1 NB N~ + ~y2 N1
2 

NB 
2 

1 2-2-22 1 2--3-2 1 2-2--J) 
+4y NA NB + 3Y NANANB + 3Y NA NBN~ 
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\ 
If_ 

in which we have introduced 

81 = 

82 

-2-2 -2-2 
NANB-NA NB, 
--2-2 -2--2 1-3-2 1-2-3 
NANA NB +NA NBNB -3NANB -3NANB, 

(8.23) 

83 = --2--2 l--3-2 l-2--3 l-2-22 l-22-2 
-NANANBNB-3NANANB - 3NA NBNB- 4NA NB - 4NA NB' 

1-- 1-- l--
+9N1 N~ + 12 N1 N~ + 12 N1 Nl (8.24) 

The result 

1 1 [ 82 83 2 8~ 2] 
Det 

= - 1 - -y - -y + -y 
81 81 81 8I (8.25) 

finally produces for the inverse matrix (;(2)-
1 (y) 

(8.26) 

Given this matrix the matrices r(O), r(2) and r(4) can be determined from definition (5.65). 
This brings us to 

8.2 The nine tensors A (3), ... J(4) 

Consider the following general expressions 

Ns 

LPs L a~ia~ja;J(j,k,l) 
s j,k,l=l 
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(8.27) 

(8.28) 

(8.29) 

(8.30) 



N, 

L Ps L a~ia~ja 71 a~mf(j, k, l, m) 
s j,k,l=l 

In the case of the relevant tensors the functions f (j, k, l) and f (j, k, l, m) are linear combi
nations of P.mnlm,n = j,k,l,m}. ·Because of the symmetry of Arnn the sums are of the 
form 
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N. 

LPs L a~ja~ka7if(j,k,l) = pAB +FBA, 
s j,k,l=l 
N. 

LPs L a~ja~ka;la~mf(j,k,l,m) = aAB+aBA (8.33) 
s j,k,l=l 

with 

GAB= 

1 100 100 ( ) dNA PA(NA) dNB PB(NB) 
NA +NB o o 

. [ooA8pAO,A85A 1NA dj 1NA dk 1NA di 1NA dmf(j,k,l,m) 

+ foNA dj lNA dk lNA dl L:A+NB dm (8aA813A87A8rnf(j, k, l, m) 

+8aA813A87B80Af(j, k, m, l) + 8aA8rm87A80Af(j, m, l, k) + 8aB813A87A80Af(m, k, l,j)) 

+ {NA dj {NA dk {NA+NB dl fNA+NB dm (8aA813A87B8rnf(j, k, l, m) 
lo lo }NA }NA 

+'oA OpnO,A o,B f (j, l, k, m) + 8oA8pnO,B86Af (j, m, I, k I) l · (8.35) 

Proceeding in the same manner as in the previous section we will use integrals of the following 
type 
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1 4 
6NA, 

1 3 1 2 2 1 3 
3NANB + 2NANB + 3NBNA, 

7 Ns 
60 A' 

1 4 1 3 2 1 2 3 
4-_NANB + 2NANB + 3NANB, 

1 4 1 3 2 
(5NANB + 6NANB. (8.36) 

Furthermore thanks to the symmetry of the tensors we can write 

A (3)AB +A (3)BA 
A ( 3) = af3'Y af3'Y 

af3'Y NA + NB 

and similar for A ( 4), ... J( 4) leading to the following list of expressions 

A(3)AB 
af3'Y 
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· (lN1 NB+ ~Ni N~ + ~N1 Ni)+ (8aA8{3A8,B8M + 8aA8{3B81A8M) ~N1 NB 

+ ( 80 A8{3A81B8rn + 80 A8{3B81A8oB) ( lNi N~ + ~N1 Ni+ lN1 Nt) 

HoA Opn07 nOM ~ N;\ Nh] , 

a
4 

[ 7-5 (1-4- l-a-2 l-2 Na) 
36 8aA8{3A81A60 NA + 8aA8{3A81B 4NA Nn + 2,NA NB+ 3NA B 

+(o.AOpn07A +o.nOpA07A) GN;\ Nn + ~NJ.. Nh) l · 
a4 [ 7 - (1- 1-- 1--) 
36 8aA8{3A81A80A 60 Ni + 8aA8{3A81A8rn 4N1NB+2,Ni N~ + 3N1 Ni 

+ (8aA8{3A81B8oA + 8aA8{3n81A8oA) (~N1 NB+ ~Ni N~) 

+8aB8{3A81A80A
6
7
0

N1NB + (8aA8{3A81B80B + 8aA8{3B81A80B) 

·GN1Nh + ~NJ..Nl) +DaAOpnO,nOMGN1Nh + ~NJ..Nl + ~N;\Nh) l· 
= ;~ [o.AOpA07AOM~N~ + (oaAOpA07 A06B + OaAOPA07nOM + OaAOpn07 AOM 

+8aB0f3A81A80A) (~N1 NB+ ~Ni N~) + 8aA8{3A81B8rn~N1 Ni 

+ ( OaA Opn07 A 068 + OoA Opn07n05A) G N;\ Nh + ~ NJ.. Nl + ~ Nl N~) l (8.38) 

All the tensors are expressed in the first six moments of the distributions of the number of A
blocks and B-blocks. When we further assume that these distributions are Flory distributions, 
i.e. 

then we can derive 

e-N/Ni, 

NA 
e-N/NB 

NB 

(8.39) 

(8.40) 

Nk = l f
00 

dN Nke - ~ = NAk f
00 

dxxke-x = NAkr(k + 1) = k!N/ (8.41) 
NA lo lo 

in the case of the A-blocks and similar for PB(N). For the polydisperse diblock melt with 
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Flory distributions for the number of blocks we obtain the following list of constants and 
matrices, thus expressing the free energy (5.114) completely in the averages NA and NB: 

-2-2 
s1 = 3NA NB, 

2 - -
s2 = -3s1(NA +NB), 

1 -2 -2 
S3 = 3s1(NA +NB ), 

and more importantly 

and additionally {8.38) with N~ = k!NAk and N~ = k!NBk· 
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(8.42) 

(8.43) 

-2NA~B(2N~ 2 
+ 2~B 2 

+ 7NA NB) ) ' 
2NA (4NA +NB + 2NB NA) 

(8.44) 



Chapter 9 

Conclusions and recommendations 

In this chapter we present some conclusions and recommendations for future activities. 

9.1 Conclusions 

• We have written the thermodynamical potential of a system in the Canonical Ensem
ble, namely the Helmholtz free energy, as an expansion about a homogeneous reference 
system. Only 12 tensors are needed to calculate the free energy. This is applied to the 
particular case of a polydisperse diblock melt. 

• Apparently there is no difference between the density functional method and the Landau 
theory. Even though the approach is very different, the end result is the same. This 
disposes of the opinion that the density functional method is an addition to the Landau 
theory. 

9.2 Recommendations 

• Since the number of (derivatives of the) densities is limited, it is important to know under 
what conditions the theory holds. Even though the theory is general, for a certain system 
one can determine how many derivatives and densities are necessary. It is convenient to 
have some conditions at hand to determine the needed accuracy. 

• The next step after this analysis would be the description of the phase separation. 
Certain boundary conditions, dependent on the system, are needed to do this. 
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Appendix A 

The Legendre transform 

In several occasions the Legendre transform is used to change to a different set of variables. 
This appendix explains the construction of the transform. Define for p E !Rn the point 
x(p) E !Rn by x(p) = maxxEJRng(p,x) with g(p,x) = pTx - F(x). Then the Legendre 
transform of x f---7 F(x) is defined by p f---7 F(p) = g(p, x(p)). 

When F is a convex function, x(p) is uniquely determined. In R2 it is the maximum vertical 
distance between the graph of F and the graph of x f---7 pT x. When at the same time F is 
differentiable the maximum can be determined by solving ~ = 0, i.e. pT = \7 F(x). Then F 
can be written asp f---7 F(p) = pT(\7F)+-(p) - F((\7F)+-(p)) with (\7F)+-(p) the inverse of 
the gradient F. 

In chapter 5 the free energy - ln Z is a concave functional of the external fields Ua. Therefore 
ln Z is transformed, producing a convex free energy (3F. 

Furthermore in section 3.2 the entropy S(E) is transformed to the free energy F(T) and 
subsequently F(N) is transformed to the grand potential O.(µ). 
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Appendix B 

Tensors in the free energy in the 
Canonical Ensemble 

This appendix contains the various tensors that occur in the expansion of the free energy in 
the Canonical Ensemble, derived in chapter 5. The fact that a, {3 etc. are interchangeable 
labels as well as the symmetry of the tensors A (3), ... , J( 4) are used in the derivation of the 
tensors. First of all we define 

>.jk Ii-kl (B.1) 

Vjkl >.jk - >.il - >.kl (B.2) 

and 

A(3) = \L-Ns a (3 I) 
0.(31 j,k,l=l er sjcr skcr sl d ' 

(4) ( L,N• o. f3 I Ii ) 
Ao.f31li = j,k,l,m=l crsjcrskcrslcrsm ' 

B(3) = a2 ( L,N• a (3 I). ) 
0.(31 -5 j,k,l=l crsjcrskcrsl jl d' 

(4) a2 ( L,N• o. (3 I /j ). ) 
Bo.f31li = -5 j,k,l,m=l crsjcrskcrslcrsm jm d' 

c(3) = a2 ( L,N• a (3 I ) 
0.(31 6 j,k,l=l crsjcrskcrsllJjkl d' 

(4) a2 ( L,N• o. (3 I /j ) 
ca.f31li = 6 j,k,l,m=l crsjcrskcrslcrsmlJklm d' 

D(3) a
4 \L,N• o. f3 I ).2) 

(B.3) 
0.(31 = 72 j,k,l=l crsjcrskcrsl jl d' 

( 4) 
a

4 \L,N• o. f3 I /j ).2 ) 
Do.f31li = 72 j,k,!,m=l crsjcrskcrslcrsm jm d' 

E(3) = a4 
( L,N• o. f3 I ). ). ) 

0.(31 36 j,k,l=l crsjcrskcrsl jl kl d' 

(4) a4 
( L,N• o. f3 I Ii ). ). ) 

Eo.f31li = 36 j,k,l,m=l crsjcrskcrslcrsm km lm d' 

p(3) a
4 

( L,N• o. f3 I 2 ) 
0.(31 72 j,k,l=l crsjcrskcrslvjkl d' 

(4) a
4 

( L,N• o. f3 I Ii 2 ) 
Fo.f31li = 72 j,k,l,m=l crsjcrskcrslcrsmvklm d' 
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(B.4) 

Then the following tensors are filtered out of expression (5. 73) for the ideal free energy with 
the use of symmetry. 

(B.5) 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

(B.8) 
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eoooooooo 
a{3'y6<:(1)(hK 

eooooooo1 = afl-y6<:(1)0iK 
eoooooo10 = a(3'y6<:(1)0iK 
eoooo1000 

0/3"(6c(1)0lK 
eooooo100 

0/3"(6c(1)0lK 
eooo10000 

0/3"(6c(1)0lK 
eiooooooo 

0/3"(6c(1)0lK 
eooooooo2 

0/3"(6c(1)0lK 

eoooooo20 
0/3"(6c(1)0lK 

eoooo2000 
0/3"(6c(1)0lK 

eooooo200 
0/3"(6c(1)0lK = 

eooo20000 
0/3"(6c(1)0lK 

8 20000000 
a(3"(6c(1)0iK 

eoooooo11 
0/3"(6c(1)0lK 

eoooo1100 
0/3"(6c(1)0lK 

eoooo1010 
0/3"(6c(1)0lK 

(B.9) 
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A 00000000 
a{37oc(TJO 

A 00000001 
a(37oc(TJ(} 

A 00001000 
a(37oc(TJO 

A 00000100 
f3a70(cTJO 

A 10000000 
a(37oc(TJO 

AOlOOOOOO 
a7{30cTJ((} 

A 00000002 
a{37oc(TJ(} 

A 00002000 
a{37oc(TJ(} 

A 00000200 
f3a70(cTJO 

A 00200000 
a{37oc(TJO 

A 02000000 
{3a7o(cTJO 

A 11000000 
a(37oc(TJO 

A 10100000 
{3a7o(cTJO 

A 00000011 
a{37oc(TJO 

A 00001100 
af37oc(TJ(} 

A 00000101 
a7/30cTJ(O 

A 00001010 
a7{3ocri(O 

A 10000001 
af37oc(TJO 

A 01000001 
a7f3&ri(O 

A 00101000 
a{37oc(TJO 

Ao1000100 
(3a7o(cTJO 

A 01001000 
a{37oc(TJ(} 

A 00100100 
(3a70(cTJO 

A 10000100 
a(37oc(TJO 

A 00100010 
a(37oc(TJO 

";:;'00 
~a{37oc(TJO 

";:;'10 
~a(37oc(riO 
";:;'01 
~af37oc(TJO 
~20 

=-a{37oc(TJ(} 

(B.10) 
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.(3) 
J 0./3"(8 

(1) 
= f(O) 

ao./3 o.(3 
b(l) r(2) 

o.(3 o.(3 
(1) 

= r(4) 
co./3 o.(3 

(2) 
= 

y(OOOO) 
ao.f3'Y af3'Y 
b(2) = _ y(lOOO) 

M'Y 
0./3"( 

= -(Y(OlOO) + y(OOlO) + y(OOOl)) 
caf3'Y af3'Y f3o.'Y 'Yf3a 
d(2) = y(2000) 

af3'Y af3'Y 
(2) y(0200) + y(0020) + y(0002) 

eaf3'Y af3'Y f3a'Y 'Yf3a 
/2) y(lOOl) 

af3'Y af3'Y 
(2) y(llOO) + y(1010) 

9af3'Y af3'Y f3a'Y 
h(2) = y(OllO) + y(OlOl) + y(OOll) 

af3'Y af3'Y f3'Yo. 'Yf3a 

<I> ( 00000000) 
a/3"(8 

- (<I> ( 00001000) + <I> ( 00000100) + <I> ( 00000010) + <I> ( 00000001) ) 
o.f3'Y8 /30."(8 7/30.8 8f3'Ya 

-(<I> (10000000) + <I> (01000000) + <I> l 00100000) + <I> (00010000)) 
o./3"(8 0."(/38 'Y/30.8 'Yfo/3 

<I> ( 00002000) + <I> ( 00000200) + <I> ( 00000020) + <I> ( 00000002) 
o./3"(8 (30."(8 7/30.8 8/3"(0. 

<I> ( 20000000) + <I> ( 02000000) + <I> l 00200000) + <I> ( 00020000) 
o./3"(8 <X"(/38 7/30.8 "(fo/3 

<!>(11000000) + <l>(lOlOOOOO) + <l>l01100000) 
o.f3'Y8 /30."(8 'Yf3a8 

= <I> ( 10010000) 

(B.12) 

(B.13) 

0./3"(8 
<!>(00001100) + <!>(00001010) + <l>(OOOOlOOl) + <!>(00000110) + <!>(00000101) + <l>(OOOOOOU) 

o.f3'Y8 et"(/38 o.8'Yf3 7f3a8 8f3'Yo. "(fo/3 
<I>(10001000) + <I>(10000100) + <I>(01001000) + <I>l01000010) 

o./3"(8 f3o.'Y8 O."f/38 f3'Ya8 
+<1>(00100100) + <l>(00100010) + <!>(00010010) + <!>(00010001) 

"(0./38 'Yf3o.8 "(fo/3 8"(/3et 
<!>(10000010) + <!>(10000001) + <!>(01000100) + <!>(01000001) 

o./3"(8 af38'Y et"(/38 o.8f3'Y 
+<1>(00101000) + <!>(00100001) + <!>(00011000) + <!>(00010100) 

'Yf3a8 8f3o.'Y 'Yfo/3 8"((3a 
(B.14) 

(B.15) 

After substitution of the values of Y, <I> and '1! these tensors can be rewritten as 
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(2) 
aaf31 
b(2) 

af31 
(2) 

caf31 = 
i2) 

af31 
(2) 

eaf31 

!(2) 
af31 = 
(2) 

9af31 

h(2) 
af31 = 
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+rC2)rC0)rC0)rC0)rC0) [-2AC3) AC3) -AC3) AC3) - AC3) AC3)] 
oc (3(, 111 80 LK. c{,K. 170i i;Oi 17(,K 0(,K. 1Jcl 

- 2rCo) rCo) rCo) rCo) rC2) A (3) A (3)] 
oc (3(, 111 80 lK. i;(, K. 170i 

- ~ [-3rCo)rCo)rCo)rCo) BC4) - 4rC2)r(o)r(o)rCo) A(4) ] 
wi;(,170 Oc (3(, 111 80 i;(,170 Oc (3(, IT/ 80 c{,TJO 

c~3(3) _,< = 3 ~ [-2rC0)r(0)r(O)r(0)r(O) c(3) A (3) - 2rC0)r(0)r(O)r(0)rC2) A (3) A (3)] 
~ ,u wi;(,110iK oi; (3(, IT/ 80 tK c{,K. 179i Oc (3(, 111 80 lK. c{,K 110i 

- 2:«•• [-3r~M/r~~rl~>c~~;,] 
dC3) 3 ~ [rC0)rC0)rC0)rC0)rC0) [2nC3) AC3) + nC3) AC3) + nC3) AC3) J 

0(318 wi;(,170iK oc (3(, 111 80 tK. c(K 170t i;Oi 17(,K. c1Jl 0{,K. 

+ rC2)rC0)rC0)rC0)rC0) 12BC3) A C3l + BC3) A C3) + BC3) A C3l l + 2rC0)rC0)rC0)rC0)rC2) BC3) A C3) 
oi; (3(, IT/ 80 tK c{,K. 11oi i;Oi 7]{,K. c1Jl O(K oc (3(, IT/ 80 LK c{,K 110i 

+rC4)rC0)rC0)rC0)rC0) 2AC3) AC3) + AC3) AC3) + AC3) AC3) + 2rC0)rC0)rC0)rC0)rC4) AC3) AC3) 
oi; (3(, IT/ 80 lK. E:{,K. 11oi E:Oi 17(,K. 0(,K. T/E:l oc (3(, IT/ 80 iK E:(,K 110i 

+ 2rc2) rco) rco) rCo) rc2) A (3) A (3)] 
oc (3(, IT/ 80 tK. E:{,K. TJ0t 

- ~ [3rco)r(o)r(o)r(o) nC4) + 3rc2)r(o)r(o)r(o) B(4) + 4rC4)r(o)r(o)r(o) A(4) ] 
wE:(,170 O'.c (3( IT/ 80 E:{,TJO oE: (3(, IT/ 80 0(170 O'.c (3(, IT/ 80 i;(,170 

e~(J) _,< 3 ~ [2r(O)r(O)r(O)r(O)r(O) p(3) A (3) + 2r(O)r(O)r(O)r(O)r(2) c(3) A (3) 
~ ,u wE:(,170iK. Oc (3(, IT/ 80 lK c{,K. 110i OE: (3(, IT/ 80 LK. c{,K. 170i 

+4rcolrCo)rCo)rCo)r(4) A(3) A(3) - ~ [3rco)r(o)r(o)r(o) pC4) ] 
oc (3(, 111 80 tK. c{,K 110i wi;(,170 °0 (3( IT/ 80 TJ(cO 

! (3) - ~ [3rco)r(o)rco)rCo) 1C4) 
0(318 wi;c,11o 00 (3(, 111 80 i;c,11o 

(B.17) 
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h(3) 3"""" r(0)r(0lr(0lr(0lr(o) [2E(3) A(3l + 2s(3l B(3l + 2s(3) B(3)] 
et{J"(O L.ic:(77(hK. QC: {J( 'Y1/ 6B LK. c:(K. 77BL c1JK. (BL c:BK. (TJL 

+r(2lr(0lr(0lr(0lr(o) 2B(3l A(3) + 2s(3l A(3)] 
QC: {J( 'Y1/ 6B LK, (BK. C:1JL (TJK. c:Bi 

+r(0lr(2)r(0lr(0lr(0l 4B(3l A(3) + 2s(3) A(3l + 2s(3l A(3l] 
QC: {J( 'Y1/ 6B LK. c(K. 77BL c:BK. (TJL €1/K. (BL 

+ r(0lr(0lr(0lr(0)r(2) A (3) B(3 ) +A (3) B(3) +A (3) B(3) + 2s(3) A (3) +A (3) B(3)] 
QC: {J( 'Y1/ oB LK, c:BK. (TJL C:1JK. (BL (TJK. c:lh (cK. 77Bi (BK. C:1JL 

+2r(0lr(0lr(0lr(0)r(4l A(3l A(3) 
QC: {J( 11/ oB LK. c(K. 1/BL 

+ r(2) r(2) r(O) r(O) r(O) [2A (3) A (3) + 2A (3) A (3) + 2A (3) A (3)] 
QC: {J( 'Y1/ 6B LK. c:(K. 77Bi C:TJ"- (Bi c:BK. (TJL 

+ r(2lr(0)r(0lr(0lr(2) 2A (3) A (3) +A (3) A (3) + A (3) A (3)] 
QC: {J( 'Y1/ oB LK. c:(K. 77BL (1/K. c:BL (BK. E1JL 

+ r(o) r(2) r(o) r(o) r(2) [A (3) A (3) + A (3) A (3)]] 
ac; {J( 'Y1/ oB LK. C:1JK. (BL c:BK. (1/L 

- """" [3r(0lr(0lr(0lr(0l E(4l + 6r(2lr(0lr(0lr(0l B(4l 
L.ic:(11B QC: {J( 'Y1/ oB 11(c:B QC: {J( 'Y1/ oB (c77B 

+3r(0lr(2lr(0)r(o) B(4l + 6r(2lr(2lr(0lr(o) A(4l ] 
Qc {J( 11/ 6B c:B77( ac: {J( 'Y1/ oB c:(77B 

i~3fJl "'' = 3"""" [4r(0lr(0lr(0lr(0lr(o) A (3l d 3) + 4r(2)r(0lr(0)r(0Jr(0l A (3) c(3l 
~ ,u L.ic:(1JBLK. ac: {J( 'Y1/ 6B LK. 77Bi c(K. ac: {J( 11/ oB LK. 77BL c(K. 

+r(0)r(0lr(0lr(0lr(2J [4A(3l s(3) + 2A(3J c(3l] 
QC: {J( 'Y1/ oB LK. TJBL c(K. 1JBL c:(K. 

+sr(o)r(o)r(o)r(o)r(4) A (3) A (3) + 4r(2)r(o)r(o)r(o)r(2) A (3) A (3)] 
m: {J( "(T/ oB LK, 77BL c(K. Ctc {J( 'Y1/ oB LK, 77BL c(K. 

- """" [r(0lr(0lr(0)r(0l [4H(4l + H(4l + H(4) ] + 6r(2)r(0)r(0lr(0lc(4l ] 
L.ic:(77B ac: {J( 'Y1/ oB c:77(B 77(c:B (c:77B ac: {J( 'Y1/ 6B 77c:(B 

J-~3f3) "'' 3"""" [2r(o)r(o)r(o)r(o)r(o) B(3) c(3l + 4r(o)r(o) r(2)r(o)r(o) A (3) c(3) 
~ 

1
u L.ic:(77BLK. ac: {J( 'Y1/ oB LK. 77BL c(K. ac: {J( 11/ 6B LK. 77BL c(K. 

+r(0lr(0lr(0lr(0)r(2l [4B(3l A(3) + 2A(3) c(3l + 2s(3lc(3l] 
ac: {J( 'Y1/ oB LK. 'f/BL c:(K. 77BL c(K. 77BL c(K. 

+4r(o)r(o)r(2)r(o)r(2) A (3) A (3)] 
ac: {J( 11/ oB LK, 77lh c(K. 

- """" [3r(0lr(0lr(0lr(0l d 4l + r(0lr(0lr(2)r(0l [3c(4) + 3c{4) ] ] 
L.ic:(77B ac: {J( 'Y1/ 6B 77(c:B ac: {J( 'Y1/ 6B B(c:77 1/(cB 

(B.18) 

After partial integration the following tensors occur in (5.74) 
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Aa.a = 
Ba.a = 
Ca.a = 

'Da.B"Y = 
Ea.81 = 

= 

Fa.a1 = 
9a,B1 = 

= 

'Ha,B"'( = 
= 
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Naf3'Y8 

Oaf3'Y8 = 

Paf3'Y8 

Q0/3";8 

(B.20) 

We can use the fact that a number of tensors from list (B.4) can be eliminated by substituting 
(B.2), i.e. 

so that we can write 
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Aa.a = 
Ba.a = 
Ca.a = 

'Da,B-y = 
Ea.B-y = 

Fa.B-y = 
ga,B-y = 

1-la,B-y = 

Ia,B-y6 = 
Ja,B-y6 = 

(B.22) 
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Finally, in chapter 6 we define the following tensors with the use of (5.113) 

Xa{3 Xa{3 + X{3a 

Aa{3 = Aa(3 + A{3a 

Baf3 -Ba{3 - B(3a 

v 

Vaf3'"'! Va{3-y + Vf3a'"'! + V 7{3a 
v 

Ea{37 -Ea{37 - E{3a7 
v 

F a{37 = E7{3a - Eaf37 - E{3a7 
v 

Oa{37 = Fa(3-y + Fpa7 + F7[Ja + 2Q7{3a 
v 

Ha{37 = Fa(3-y + Fpa7 + Ha{37 + Hpa7 
v 

Ia{37 -Qa/h - g{3a7 + ila{37 + il13a7 + i£7/3a 
v 

j a{37 = -Qa{J7 - Qpa7 + 07{3a + 0{37a 

Ia1310 + Ipa7o + I 113ao + Io{37a 

Jaf310 + j/3a10 + ja/307 + J13ao7 + j{J7ao + j{J70a 
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v 

Ma{31o 
v 

N a{J10 

v 

Oa{J10 

p a{J10 
v 

Qa{J10 

v 

RafJ10 
v 

Sa{J10 
v 

Ta{J10 
v 

Ua{J10 

V a{J10 
v 

Wa{J10 

Xa{J10 
v 

Y a{J18 

= 

= 

-Ja/310 - jf3a10 

~-~-~+~+~+~+~+~+~ 
-Ma1{J8 - M1a{J8 

Ka{J18 + Ka1{J8 - K{Ja"(O - K{J1ao + Ca{J"(O + CfJa10 + CafJo'Y + C{Jao"( 

+Mo1{Ja + Mo1a{J - Ma1{Jo - M1a{Jo 

Ca{J10 + C{Ja"(O 

Ka{J10 + Kcnf38 - Kf3a18 - K{J1ao + 2CafJ"fO + 2C{Ja1o + 2Ca{JO"f + 2C{Ja8"( 

+M{J1ao + M1{Jao - Ma1{Jo - M1a{Jo 

Ka{J18 + MfJ1ao + M1f3a8 

Ka{J1o + Ka1{Jo + K{J18o. + Kao1{J + 2MfJ1ao + 2M1{Jao 

Na.{318 + N{Ja10 + N10a{J + N1o{Ja 

6 a{J10 + 0 {Ja"(O 

610af3 + 01o{Ja 

P a{J18 + P {Ja18 

P1oaf3 + P1o{Ja 

Qafl'Y8 + Q{Ja18 + Q'YfofJ + Q'Y8/3a 
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